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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLE 

History knows no scruples and no hesitation.
 
Inert and unerring t she flows to'\',rards her gORl.
 
At every bend in her course she leaves the mud
 
which she carries and the corpses of the dro~med.
 

History knows her way. She makes no mistakes.
 
He who has not absolute faith in History does
 
not belong••••1
_ v 

Is history an inexorable force that follows its course 

despite all nner of attempts to alter it? Or does reason 

promise to enable man to control history? 

The time will therefore come when the sun
 
will shine only on free men ,-rho know no other
 
master but their reason; w'hen tyrants and
 
slaves, priests and their stupid or hypocrit 

ical instruments, will exist only to pity
 
history and on the stage; and when we shall
 
think of theill only to pity their victims and
 
their dupes; to maintain ourselves in a state
 
of vigila.nce by thinking on their excesses;
 
and to learn how to recognize and so to
 
destroy, by force of reason, the first seeds
 
of tyranny and superstition 9 should they ever
 
dare to reappear amongst us. 2
 

Or is hj.story too compJ.ex for h1.7:'~n guido.nce t yet not beyond 

being al tered sporadically by LY'l? 

-

~oon, trans. Daphne 
Hardy (New York: Macmillan, 1941), p:-)4. 

liThe Progress of the Human r''lind, I' JieadinE5.§ 
_•. ~_.~~tion: 1500 to the Present, ed o George Ho 

K. Snyder (New York: Lippincott, 1968), 
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For beyond the contingent operation of mecha

nistlc causalities the spontaneous acts of men
 
may 11.0"1'1 intervene to interrupt, divert, intensify,
 
or we8.ken the morphology of events and so impart
 
to history that complexity and singularity which
 
makes a mockery of all attempts to explain it by
 
invariable laws.3
 

Which of the preceding quotes by Koestler, Condrocet, and 

Meinecke is valid? Yet these aTe only three of a multitude 

of ways in which historical causation has been described. 

The problem of historical causation forces itself 

upon all historians; each must decide what he believes to be 

the purpose, course, and methods of history. The m~jority of 

historians ~~ke these decisions on a very limited scale 

pertaining to specific historical events. Their primf~ry 

purpose is the even~ not its impllcationsj thus, most of the 

time they make no definite commitment as to ultimate 

causality. but rather, aclmo~-71eclging limitations, they hedge 

on their opinions and apply them sparingly. A few historians, 

ho'trever, ha're chosen to wr:\.t~ much more universal histo:ries 

and to emphasize the implications of history rather than the 

details of its fragmented episodes. This type of historian 

is primarily concerned not Hith the events themselves, but 

with the questions of causation, purpose, and the course of 

history. He tends to \'Tri te in ultimates and absolutes. 

3Friedrich Neinecke, llValues and Causalities in 
RistorYt" The Varieties £f. Histor;y, ed. Fritz Stern 
(Cleveland: Hor1d Publishing, 1956), p. 269. 
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Ignoring~ glossing over, or perhaps simply not recognizing 

the apparent contradictions of history. he finds absolute 

purpose, ultimate goals, and lli~iversal causation where other 

less bold historians fin~ only the limited, the relative. and 

the subjective. 

As science has its absolutists and relativists, so 

teo does the historical profession have its Newtons as well 

as its Einsteins. History seems to provide an irresistible 

attraction for those who would discover the answers to the 

questions of morality. ethics, and the purpose of hUJ~~n 

existencec The Hebrews, Marx, Hegel. and a host of other 

groups and individuals have come fon,~8.rd with a be"(>lildering 

variety of revealed and empirical truths and patterns of 

history. These writings have as their goal the discovery or 

explanation of some kind of universal order. The past 

seemed to these writers to hold the key to understanding 

this pattern.. Thus they sought, examined, and explained the 

lessons of history; these lessons then seemed to provide at 

least hints as to the future if not actually a clear picture 

of the future. 

These historians have encountered one primary difficulty; 

their ideas of the universal have never been accepted univer

sally. Historians are constantly at variance over the 

purpose, theme, methodology, causality, and significance of 

history; thus, the essence of history may differ radically 
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from one historian to aflother. Despite their disputes in 

these are~s, th,ere is one element in history that is 

essential to all historians. History always revolves around 

human actions and r,eactions. Nan is the single- reference 

point through lfhich all history must pass; therefore, no 

historian can avoid the necessity of dealing in some manner 

wi th man o 

."If it 1s ~re.nted that man is essential to history, 

his place in it is not likewise established. Is m.an a mere 

pmm living his life as directed. by an omnipotent God? Is 

man in complete control of his own actions, and can he 

direct these actions toward a specific purpose? Is he an 

irrational creature who creates his ovm problems by failing 

to understand his mT11 actions, motives 9 and purposes, and, 

therefore, has only an accidental effect on history? Or is 

man caught in the grip of forces he can neither control nor 

understand In other "lords, H}l..at control, if any, does mano· 

exercise over history? 

Just as many historians make little effort to define 

ultimate causality and purpose in history, many historians 

also make no real attempt to cope with the problem of 

defining man~s role in history. SOIDe historians have argued 

that the uniqueness of history prevents an assertion of 

generalities about history and nffin; others have 8.rRued that 

foJ' history to have meanln~ the historian must make 
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~eneralizations~ Whatever the merits of these viewpoints, it 

is true that some historians have concerned themselves with 

final causality and man's most basic contribution to the 

historical process. It is with three of these kind of 

historians that this paper is concerned. 

It is the purpose of this study to examine. contrast. 

compare. and evaluate the histories of Thucydides. Saint 

Augustine. and Voltaire in regard to their ideas pertaining 

to ultimate historical causation and man's relationship to 

historical causation. 

Certain key elements. or constants. are used in this 

study as guides in the isolation and evaluation of each of 

the three historian's theory of causation and theory of 

man's relationship to the historical process. One of the 

constants used is the historian's purpose in writing his 

histories. This is important because the purpose of each 

of the histories is directly linked to the concept of the 

controlling element in history. For ·example. a historian 

who writes in order to instruct mankind in the great lessons 

of history must feel that he has a great degree of knowledge 

as to the ultimate causes of history. The subject matter of 

the historian also tends to reveal whether or not he has a 

desire to reveal ultimate causes or only wants to deal with 

4carey B. Joynt and Nicholas Rescher. nThe Problem of 
Uniqueness in History,lI History and Theory, It No.2 (1962)t 
pp. 154-1590 
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secondary ones. Is he writing a monograph or a universal 

history? Does he convey the idea that his subject matter is 

eternal? The subject of the histories also gives a clue as 

to the individual historian's answer to the qu~stion of what 

mediums or tools aTe used to make history 1',7hat it is. This, 

of course, shows whether or not man is essential to the 

historical process. A third important constant is the 

patterns outlined in the historical writings of the authors. 

Tha t is, "'That do they considEr to be the goal of history, 

and what path has history taken to achieve that goal. This 

study also takes into account the overt and clearly 

identifiable influences that helped. to sway the various 

historians in their efforts. Consideration is given to the 

general temper of the intellectual and political climates of 

the ages in which the historians wrote, as well as to the 

specific individual contacts and frictions that directly 

affected the histories of Thucydldes, Saint Augustine, and 

Voltaire. One of the wost'important keys in determining the 

role of man in the historical process is the historian's 

view of hD~n nature; does he believe that human nature is 

constant or subject to change. Lastly, to what degree do 

the various historians think man exercised freedom of r~ill, 

and to v-rhat degree is man's role in the historical process 

determined by factors beyond his control? 
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Certain terms used throughout this study are of such 

importance to the study that a definition of them is 

necessary. 

(1) Free Will: Man has the power of independent 

choice and is capable of genuine initiative. This initiative 

does not extend beyond physical liroitations; for example, TI'''U 

cannot successfully will himself to stop brcuthing and 

digesting. But it does extend beyond psychological necessity; 

in this respect, a kind of Freudian determinism of innate 

natural drives is not recognized in this paper as limitinG 

free will. 

(2) Determinism: F'1an is not cape,ble of effective 

independent action and initiative. Most or all of his 

actions are determined by forces beyond his control. 

(3) Chance: The historical process and roan's actions 

and reactions do not occur because of logical necessity but 

by mere accidenta Chance has largely a negative quality and 

connotation and is difficult to express positively. Accord

ing to the idea implied by chance, things happen for no 

logical, rational, or irrational reason. They simply happen. 

(4) Human Nature: Ruman nature refers to the innate 

propensity of people, either as individuBls or as members of 

a group to act or react in partially predictable ways. In 

this way, many of the actions of the individual or group are 

trQceable to man's innate natu~e which mayor may not, in 
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regard to time and place t remain relatively constant 1'ri thin 

each individual and each particular group. 

There is~ of course, no pretense made in this study 

that the writings of Thv-qydides, Saint Augustine, and 

Voltaire have not been previously examinedQ Therefore, any 

uniqueness of the study is founded in the point of view of 

the author and in the fact that the ideas of these historians 

in regard to the controlling elem'cnt in history have never 

been directly contrasted and comparedc 

This study is not to be considered a thorough 

examination of the histories of the three authors The 

paper is not directly concerned with the form, style and 

methodology of the three histor1.ans. How"ever, just as the 

whole is the sum of its parts, in order to achieve a better 

understan-:ling of the historian 's viei'rpoints, brief mention 

...,ill occasionally be JllS,de of these three fe,c tors. 

Another more serious yet una.'roidable 1 iilli tat ion of 

this thesis involves the cmlsistency of the historians' 

conclusions At various times Thucydides, Saint Augustine, 

o 

o 

and Voltaire all modified their views on causation and man's 

role in the historical process. This 1s most readily true 

with regard to Voltaire, whose inconsistency sometimes 

reaches the point where he espo~ses irreconcilably contra

dictory truths. The cataloging of each and everyone of these 

inconsistencies is beyond the scope of this study, for, 
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despite the inconsistencies and contradictiollS of the various 

authors, a general pattern does, in each case, emerge. 

The main body of the thesis is organized along the 

following lines: (1) C0apters Two, Three, and Four are 

devoted to a delineation of the theories of causation and the 

theories of man's role in the historical process espoused by 

Thucydides, SaL~t Augustine, and Voltaire respectively. (2) 

Chapte! Five contains a comparison and contrast of the 

theories advocated by the three historians~ 



C II 

THUCYDIDES 

Not much is knm·m:about the life of Thucydides. He 

describes very little of his life in his history, and other 

sources are both sparse and inconsistent. There are, how

ever, several facts about his life which must be considered 

prior ,to an examination of his theory of causation. They 

are: (1) His social and political position. (2) His war 

experience. (3) The intellectual currents in Athens that 

influenced him. 

Althou.q;h there is no def5.nite proof of the exact date 

of Thucydides r birth or dc.cth lit is proL::'.ble tho. t he was 

born around 470 B.C. and died around 399 B.C.l He was born 

in Athens into a weal thy family \vhich tended to be politically 

conservative; h01reve1' t the concept of empire at that time 'Has 

making conservatism less and less popular. 2 There are a 

great El!3.:'1Y indications--his adtuiration for Pericles is one 

of the most significant--that despite his conservative 

family. the times and his own political interests tended to 

make him e. moderate democrat. At least he approves of the 

2John Ho Finley. Jr., Ihucyd~es (Ann Arbor: The 
University of 11ichigan Press, 19L!·2). p. 17. 
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lIiPirst Citizen" type of imperial democracy existing during 

the period of Pericles' rule. While Thucydides consistently 

tended to hold this view, as time passed Athenian democracy 

became more and more egalitarian, and therefore his relative 

political position became more conservative.3 

Thucydides took an active interest in the state, and 

in the year 424 B.C~ he was elected to the post of general. 

He served as a co mcter of an Athenian fleet, but in that 

same year he was exiled from Athens for twenty years because 

of his failure to come to the rescue of besieged Amphipolis 

qUickly enough. 4 Thus Thucydides was ousted from Athenian 

society and cut off from active par~icipation in his 

city-state at a time when it underwent a period of violent 

stress. He sustained his interest in the affairs of Athens, 

but after his exile this interest was made manifest in his 

more passive role as historian. 

The early Greeks had long been concerned with the 

discovery of eternal verities, the unchanging, the universal.5 

Since they considered history to be transitory in the sense 

that events came into existence and then passed away, early 

3G. B. Grundy, 
Vol. II (Oxford: Basil 
Thucydides, p~ 29. 

4Finley, Thucy~idest p. 17. 

5R. G. CollingNood, The Idea of istory (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 195bT, p. 20. 

Thuc~dides and the 
-

.2.[ Hi s Af!.§.. I 

Finley, 
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Greek intellectual life may be called 8.nti-historical. 6 The 

world of nature also seemed to be outside the realm of eternal 

truth to these early Greeks because nature seemed to be the 

epitome of catastrophic change.7 According to. some histor

ians this concept underwent a change during the life of 

Thucydides. In this view sixth century Athens received from 

Asia Minor by way of Sicily new ideas about nature centering 

around the theory that nature obeyed natural law. Hhile 

these ideas originated in the field of natural science, they 

also stimulated new ideas pertaininn: to human behaviour that 

were to affect the Greek concept of universals. 8 In 

addi t ion to the idea that nature folloyJed natural law, 

Sicily also clrculated certstin ideas that fall broadly under 

the term sophistic~9 In the fifth century the Sicilian 

state s adopt ed, democracy. 10 Hi th delllOcracy came the need to 

persuade and control masses of men \qithout force. This need 

helped to foster a group of men who became involved in the 

teaching of rhetoric. These teachers of rhetoric became the 

first of the sophistso ll Sophism did not evolve a tightly 

6 rbid • 7Ib1d., p. 3"
 

8Grvndy, Thu£ldides and the History, p. 1.
 

9Finley, ~l~ucydlqest p. 39.
 

lOGrundy. Thuc.r ~ __ ~
 

11 I bid., p. 4.
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kDit philosophical system. Like the illlilosophe~ of the 

Enlightenment, the group of men lumped together u.nder the 

term sophist were not always of the same mind. Sophist 

thought also influenced men who did not endorse-all of the 

ramifications of sophis', philosophy~12 It seems that 

Thucydides was influenced by P~Tts of the sophist philosophy 

but that he does not accept l.t all • 

.Two ideas promoted by the sophtsts influenced 

Thucydides. The first of these ideas was a part of the 

general sophist emphasis on rhetoric. In order to persuade 

groups of people, speakers had to act upon some common 

ground. The crowds they spoke to were composed of people with 

a multitude of differences, but the speaker in order to be 

effective had to go beneath the superficial differences of 

his audiences and appea.l to their more consistent traitso 13 

Towards this end the sophists evolved methods of rhetoric 

based upon the idea that co~~on elements of human nature 

existed and permeated all men and groups of men Thereforeo 

the sophists had to be concerned with generic aspects of men 

as opposed to their individuality.14 

l2Finley, .~t..J.~~---~~. PPe 43-44. 

_____ II13Crl:.ndy, ........ ., ", ...n.:l!., p. 3.
 

14Finley, thv~vdideSt po 40; 
tp€ Histo~y, p. 4. 
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A second sophist idea tr~t influenced Thucydides was 

that of humanism. Prota~oras, one of the most important of 

the early sophists, is cr ted with the statement, nMan is 

.1115the measure of all thlngs~ This expre~sion has 

many implications. One of the most important conclusions 

dra~m from this statement by some of the early Greeks was 

that Imovrledge was lative. Since menls opinions and 

subj ec ~,ive I'D.. tlonali:::ations I'Tere the cri tel' 1a for knowledge t 

absolute knoided.r;e or truth was impossible to attain. This 

idea was not opted by Thucydides. 16 but another idea 

implicit in the phrase did influence him This idee, was 

termed h nism. To tho Greeks hu ism implied that r::.:tn IS 

will and actio.. 'lere to D.. great extent independent of 

outside forces. l ? possessea. enou free will to make 

right or vrrong decisions concerning hls own "'Jell being .18 

Thus some Greeks believed that l'lh:i.le Ulan did not have cor> 

plate control of his affairs he d enough control so that 

his future I'las largely dependent not on the "lhims of the 

~ods but upon his Oi1n action~. 

15Bruno Snell~ Th 
Origins of European .T.h.2U. 
York: Harper & Row, 19 

16Pillley, Thucydldes, p. 48. 

l?Grundy, Th ........." ............... "'''' d the ......... ::; .... "'....J/., p. 23. 

18Ibid •• p. 91. 
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Thucydides work is not totally sophistic. but he l'ms 

influenced by some of the soph1st ideas. His writin~s 

reflect these three sophist ideas. (1) Since nature follows 

observable l1atU.l~a.l ImJs~ :it 1s possible &nd probable that 

roan's relationship to himself a.nd society also follo\'1s 

general patter11s. (2) il1an's nature is such that individuals 

and groups can be subjected to ss persuasion. (3) Man is 

in control of a large t of his life. The interaction of 

these three ideas influeneed Thucydides to see history not 

as a pursu:lt of the trsmsi tory and, there:fore. the unkn01mble t 

but rather aD a study of lasting h n truths. 19 

Thucydides is the fath2I of psychological
 
history ••• not history at all but natural
p 

science of a special kind. Its chief purpose
 
is to affirm laws, psychological l~H'js. A
 
psychological la.w is not a.n e'\fent, not yet a
 
complex of e'l,;rents; it is an unchanging rule
 
"Thich governs the rela.tion between events " • •
 
what chiefly interests Thucydides is the laws
 
according to which they ~vent~ happen. 20
 

While most historians believe that the major influ~ 

ences on Thucydides weTe the secular ones previously 

mentioned t there is one other possible influenc e that has 

yet to be mentioned. This concerns the fifth century Greek 

concept of religion and mythology. The Greece of the fifth 

century. although in a process of cllEmge t did not break all 

19I b1d., po 3.
 

20Collinl!'I·,ood,
 of History. pp. 29-30. 
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of its ties with the gods an ,oddesses of Mt. Olympus; a 

state rel igion still exi steel in 'I'hucydides r time. 21 Just as 

there reme.ins an important substance of Puritan morality and 

religion even in the modern United States~ so too was there 

a persistent element of the religious and the mythological 

in fifth century Greece. 22 While there is nothing in 

Thucydides' writings which \'lOuld indicate that he is a firn 

believer in the Athenian state religion, neither is there 

concrete evidence that he is a non-bellever. 23 The sophist 

ideas that Thucydides uses were relatively ne~r to Athenian 

intellectual life t and while their affect upon Thucydides !n..y 

have been profound, it is impossible to assu~e that the 

older Greek points of view &s advanced by such men as Homer 

and Aeschylus were completely destroyed in but a fe''.'! years 

and replaced by a pojnt of view completely devoid of religion 

and mythology. Even Copernicus, Da~1int Preud, and Marx, 

while generating tremendous changes in the life patterns of 

millions of people t were not able to bring about these 

changes overnlght; neither did these changes expunge all 

tradi tional modes of thought. Tradition dies slovrly; the 

religious and mythological \>lere still a part of Thucydides' 

21GrundYt .... u ...~..r ............... ~s ana the History, p. 401.
 

22prancis H. Cornford t TrlU~.! ~~ 
'(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul t 

..LL ..... "-"V'V'.J.., t pe 40. 
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world. Potentially they might have affected his history. 

The mind of any individual ••• is not an 
insulated compartment, but more like a pool in 
one continuous medlluu--the circumambient 
atmosphere of his place and time. 2 

The exact influence of these mythological currents on 

Thucydides is impossible to define at this time. However 

th~ possible influence of these ideas will be discussed 

later with reference to Thucydides' ideas about h nature 

and Fortune~ It is necessa.ry at this time to examine 

Thucydldes r purpose in 1'11"1 ting history. 

But if anyone desires to examine the clear truth 
about the events that have taken pl~ce. and about 
those which are likely to take place in the future~
in the order of human things t they will resemble 
what has occurred--and pronounces what I have 
written to be useful, I shall be content. Hy 
history is an everlasting possession, not a prize 
composition that is heard and forp.;otten. 25 

In this quote Thucydides clearly purports to write 

the eternql truths of history. He 1s not content merely to 

1'rri te the fac ts of i'That happened in the past; this he will 

do. but a much broader design impels him. He wishes to 

provide kncnledge. based on what happened in the past. that 

1'1111 aid men in the future i he is goi11g to teach the 

perpetu01 lessons of history. To Thucydides politics are 

the basis of history; the lessons he teaches a.re political 

24Col'nford 9 Th ......." ,.._......~~ .... '"'u.... ..., "' ........ ~'-' .....'
 

25Thuc .. I~ 22.
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lessons of mass action and rea.ction. In order to teach his 

lessons and thus provide political foresight, he had to 

disc0ver social and political truthso 26 Fortified with 

these truths future stat,esmel1 and politicians w.ould be able 

to recognize some of the mista~es de in the past t and since 

similar s1 tuations ~'wuld arise in the future, this lmm-~ledDe 

might help them to avoid the mistakes of the past or~ at 

least, .enable them to put themselves in a more advanta,Q;eous 

posi tion in r-espec t to '''hat will occur. 27 With this pur-pose 

in mind, Thucydides deliniates many cases of Hhat he con

siders to be political and social, 10 e. ~ historical truths. 

On Revolution: 

And revolution brought many calamities on the 
ci ties, "Thich occurred a.nd always will occur so 
long as hU~Bn nature remains the same, but which 
are more or less aggravated and differ in char
acter with every new combination of circumstances. 
In peace and prosperity both states and individuals 
act on better principles because they are not 
involved in necessities which allow them no 
choice; but war, stealing away the weans of pro
viding easily for their daily lives, is a teacher 
of violence and assimilates the passions of most 
men to their circumstanceso 28
 

On the Consequences of ReVOlution:
 

Thus, revolutions gave birth to every form of
 
wickedness in Rellas, and the simplicity which 

26Pinley, T'-'- ....~!l .... -'-Wl ..... .., 

{Chicago: The 

28Thuc. III. 82. 

_ 
7. 
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is so large an element in a noble nature was laughed 
to scorn and disappeared. 29 

On the Cause of Evil: 

The cause of all these evils was the love of
 
power originating in avarice and ambltion.30
 

On DemocracJ7~ 

But his Wericle~ suuces~ors weTe more on an 
equality with ODe another; as each was struggling 
to be first himself, they came to sacrifice the 
whole conduct of affairs to the gratification of 
the people. As v'1as natural in a grea.t and imper
ial city, this led to many errors.)l 

These brief exerpts are but a very few of the kind of 

overt and general judgments that Thucydides kes. Despite 

his desire to write a h book for future leaders, he is 

not entirely successful; often his conclusions are inter

preted in different vrays. Frequently he espouses his vievrs 

through the speeches of others. Understanding of the ideas 

and theories that Thucydides holds is de difficult by the 

fact that he usually pairs his speeches, and within each 

Pair the hIO speeches advoca.te different e.nd contradic tory 

points of view. It 1s~ therefore. impossible to credit 

Thu-cydides wi th adhering to all the ideas presented in each 

speech. So. if one is interested in isolating the ideas of 

Thucydides. he must ~hoose which of the opposite points of 

view presented in each pair of speeches reflects Thucydides' 

29Ibid~t III. 83. 30~.t III. 82. 

31~bi_d .. II. 65.t 
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tr:eories or attempt to see th the contradictions. Thus 

attempting to isolate Thucydides' ideas is an interesting 

problem. A most famous case in point is the controversy 

that has arisen over the ~nterpretation of the Melian 

Dialogue with respect to the morality of powero One 

historian, G. B~ Grundy, has stated thst If the whole dialogue 

is by implication an attack on the doctrine that might is 

right, ,'that doc trine which Thucydides • a b.Jminated. 1132 

P. A. Brunt, on the other hand, SA.ys in refe~cence to the 

Mallan Dialogue, 11That is the way the world goes; mi~ht does 

not create right, but excludes it. I' 33 A more accurate view, 

espoused by Peter Fliess, is that Thucydides is inconsistent 

in his view of morals; Fliess ar s that this inconsistency 

is explained by the fact that Thucydides thought that 

necessity sometimes makes the realization of morality 

impossible, but mOTality is not negated when circumstances 

permit it to be observed.34 While the conclusion of Fliess 

seems to best explain Thucydides r stand on morality, it is 

clear that his speeches make Thucydides' lessons less than 

obvious. 

32Grundy, and the History, p. 61. 

33p. A .. Brunt, "Introduction," Tn'""...... .........~, The 
(New York: Washington- Tess, 

34Peter J. Fliess 9 

Bipolarity (Nashville: The 
1966), p. ix. 
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Despite the ambiguities involved in trying to isolate 

the lessons of Thucydides, it is very clear that the purpose 

of his history is to instruct his readers in the lessons he 

believes history has to offer. It is logical ~o assume that 

if Thucyd ide sis '.n'i ting to inst)~uct. there must be a basis 

for the validity of his instructions. The validity of his 

conclusions would be of no value if history did not tend to 

repeat itself. If future e ts were not similar to past 

events, his ideas might apply only to the past Thucydidesg 

excludes this possibility; to hiD histoTy follows a cyclical 

pattern. The very essence of his history revolves around 

this cyclic~l view of history. 

But if anyone desires to examine the clear truth 
about events that have taken place, and about those 
which are likely to take place in the future--in 
the order of human things. They will resemble what 
has occurred.. • • .35 

The future will resemble the past because human nature and 

its passions 1vill remain constant. HUlD.:'U1 n.Si ture being 

constant will provide future men with the same motives and 

desires as those active in the past; these common motives 

will lead ill2n ~o take actions of the same type as those of 

the past. No ultimate goal or end is in sight; events in 

the future will tend to resemble those of the past, a cyclical 

viei'T of history. 

35Thuc. 10 22. 
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There is one nor exception to Thucydides' consistent 

reliance on a cyclical view of history. This exception 

occurs early in his history when he st~ltes that Ilhe be9:.an to 

write when they first took up arms, expecting that it 

[Peloponnesian Har] would be great and memorable a.bove any 

previous VJar."36 He goes on to describe in chapters hw 

tr:rough t1;VE:nty the development of Greek political units and 

naval ~trength; in these chapters he emphasizes the 

lsparlty between the power of Greece prior to the Trojan 

~!ar cor:apared to hi s O1m day. The years from the Tro j:cn TriaI' 

up to the Peloponnes1an Har are described in terms of 

material progress.3? He then be81ns his description of the 

orisin of the Peloponnesian Har l'J.ith these vrords: 

The greatest achtcvements of former times was
 
the Persian Har; yet even this was speedily
 
decided in hro battles by sea and t\-ro by land.
 
But this wCI.r ~,las a protrac ted struggle and
 
attended by cglamities such as Hellas had never
 
knOi>fn c • • .3
 

Thus in the first few chapters Thucydldes seems to portray a 

scene of historical progress; events of his time are 

different from those of the past, at lea~~t as far as m.agni

tude and materialism are concerned. But aside from this 

brief mention of what can be construed as an incomplete 

36 Ibid., I. 1. 3?Ibl1., 1.4-20. 

38Ibi£., I. 23. 
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depiction of an idea of progress, Thucydices consistently 

advocates a cyclical historical patterno 39 

As Thucydides' description of the pattern of history 

indicates, hUITL~ nature is to him the most impor-tant element 

involved in historical causationo Why is the purpose of his 

history to instruct people in the way to react to events 

that may take place in the future? Hhy is his book to be a 

posses~ion forever? Why is the patte~n of history cyclical? 

The answer to each of these questio 1s that Thucydides 

rer,ards human nature as a constant. It is largely human 

nature that apes history~40 Several questions that arise 

in connection wi th this vieH must be considered. (l) Hh8.t 

does Thucydides think to be the constitution of h 1'1 nature; 

is ita result of innate natural Im'T or ~,mposed on IIl2.n by 

the will of outside forces? (2) What is the strength of 

hurnn nature; can it be consciously surmounted or is it 

impregnabl e ? (3) Under \'llla t 1 lmi tatlon does hUTILran nature 

onerate; is human rLa ture the only elerne'n t of hl storical 

causation? If not, 'wha t other fore es are 8. t work and. to "'That 

extent do they affec t historical cs,usation? 

The first question to be considered is what did 

Thucydides think to be the constitution of human nature. 

St. P~ul advocated the idea that h n nature was passed 

~u __ es, p. 110.,, 

40Thuc • II. 22, III 83.e 
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dO'i'm throuo:h ori.r.;inal sin and therefore, the ac tions andJ 

fate of were predestined becauso of this original sin. 

As a Greek, Thucydides does not maintain any such doctrine. 

The Greeks as a whole always lacked an overwhe1tDing sense of 

divine control over human affairs.4l Even in Homerts 

moi ting s 1 1'Thile the gods constantly in tervene in human affairs, 

the significance of the story 11es in the role of man not the 

godb~ The Greeks II~ had a lively and indeed naive sense 

of the po';··ler of man to control his OI'm destiny. 11 
1-1-2 Thus they 

believed that history 1'·78,S what it l'n:as because of me.n. 4 3 The 

sophist ideas also impli6'd that man 1'laS free to pursue his 

goals without worrying about the intercession of the gods. 44 

The Sophists seemed to assume that if the gods existed, they 

did not meddle in h affairs to any great extent; the gods 

of the Sophists W81'e remote from the world of man. Thls 

did not necessarily make them anti-religious, at least in a 

positive Nay, "but independent of religlol1o"45 'Tbe conclu

sian is easily dra that in Thucydides f concept human 

nature is innate and that h nity bears the responsibility 

4lFinley~
 

42CollingiolOod~ The _I_d_ea__o_f .;;;;H~i~s...;;.t..;;.o.;;;.r~y, p~ 24.
 

43Finley, Thu~~dides, p. 38.
 

44Grundy, Thucydides and ~he History, p. 23.
 

45Ibid~
 



responsible for ito However Thucydioes does not attempt to 

explain events he believes to be of non-human origins. For 

25 

.. 

~~~uw~~~.s (New York: 

explain much of history, 

48Ib 

ny passa~es in his work that cane 

causes~ Thucydides cannot explain it; 

e 

The Revolution at Corcyra: 

Every 1ll!U1, physichm or layman, may declare 
his own judgment about its probable origin and 
the ea~ses he thinks sufficient to have produced 
so great a vicissltude~49 

:The leaders on either side • • • had no use 
for scruples; but when they succeeded in effect
ing some odious purpose, they were more highly 
spoken of, if they fOill1d a plea that sounded 
well. The citizens who were of neither party 
were destroyed by both because men grudged them 
survival 48 

And men changed the conventional meaning·of 
words as they chose. Irrational daring vras held 
to be loyal courage; prudent delay, an excuse for 
cowardice; sound sense, a disguise for unmanly 
weakness; and men who considered matters in every 
aspect wGEe thought to be incapable of doing 
anything. r7 

originate from hu 

Thucydides believes that he c 

This last passage indicates that since the plague did not 

example the plasue at Athens: 

be interpreted to uphold this position. 

including the revolution at Corcyra, because man was 

for history.46 T 

46John Bury, 
Dover Publications, 1958 

47Thuco 1110 82. 

49Ibid., II <' ~~8. 
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conversely, the causes he explains elsewhere come from 

largely human origins. 

As is probably natural most historians believe that 

Thucydides views human nature as an innate and. fixed part of 

man's existence, free from visitations from the gods. There 

is, however, one historian, F. M. Cornford. who argues that 

Thucydides does not conceive of human nature as free from 

pO'ilerS outside of man's innate being. 

Cornford labels the work of Thucydides 11mythi s toria, II 

"••• history cast in a mould of conception, whether 

artistic or philosophic, which, long before the work is even 

contemplated. was alresoy inwrought into the very structure 

of the author's mind."5 0 Cornford's contention rests on the 

idea that although Thucydides tries to write an unbiased and 

methodical history, his work is a product of his age, and as 

such, it reflects a traditional Greek outlook on life.51 

This point of view is, to Cornford, not a scientific nor a 

sophistic one, but rather a mode of thought learned from 

Greek drama,52 and particularly from the drama of Aeschylus.53 

This preconceived notion of human nature over-rules 

Thucydides' desire to free himself of prejudice because this 

5 0Cornford, Thucydides }~thistoricus, p. viii. 

51 Ibid. 5 2Ibid., p. 247. 

53Ibid., p. 53. 
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prejudice is unperceived Q According to Cornford, this 

residue of Greek thought is outlined in a speech made by 

Diodotus p Book III. 45. 54 

••• excited by hope, men risk their liyes •••• 
It is in men1s nature to err in personal and public 
affairs alike. ani no law will prevent them ••• 
povert;y produces claring by the pressure of necessi ty p 

and POW3T produces ambition by its insolence and 
pride; vrhile the other conditions of hUIDRn life 
engendering pa8sion~ as men are held in the grip 
of some force varying with circumstances p for which 
no cure exists, also lead men into dangers. Hope 
and desire are never waTlting; desire leads the '-Jay, 
and hope follows, for men think out an enterprise 
in d.esire and hope suggests that fortune will 
supply the means of its success. ••• And fortune 
too does playa part and cm1tributGs no less 
encouragement; she often presents herself unex
pee tedly and leE~ds men on into perils, hm\Tever 
inadequate their mem1~ ••• In short p it is 
impossible and simply absurd to suppose that \'I"h~•• 

human nature is under a strong impulse toward some 
action p it can be restrained either by the force 
of laws or by any other deterrent. 

A passage in Thucydides l narrative reinforces this concept 

of spiritual possession. 

Revolution at Corcyra: 

In this crisis the life of the city was in utter 
disorder; and human nature which is accustomed to 
do Hrong t even in defiance of the laHS t nm'i' 
trampled them under foot and delighted to shaN that 
it is ungovernable in passio!1_. • • For they would. 
not have set reve~ge ~bove religion and profit 
above innocence, if envy had not exercised a fatal 
power.55 

Cornford interprets these passages to mean that hum2n nature 

is open to corruption by temptation in the form of "Hope. 

54Ibid. p p. 135. 55Thuc. III. 84. 
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Desir .d Fortune ll 
, especially 1'Th Fortune unexpectedly 

aids him. Thus blinded, ~n aDandons his foresight, and by 

so doing he doo himself.56 These passions are not innate 

natural desires, ". • • passion is not conceived as a 

natural state of mind determined by a previous state--the 

effect of a normal cause; it is a spirit which haunts, 

swoops down, and takes possession of the soul, when reason 

slumbers and keeps no watch. u57 Thus Cornford concludes that 

Thucydides conceives of human nature as possessing a 

IIsupernatural quali ty. u58 

Finley tries to answer this contention by arguing 

thc:.t in Thucydides work ". • • the gods are chiefly re~~ 

able by their absence • . . he eerns to go out of his way to 

deny their intervention in nu affairs. 1I 59 This is in 

large measure true; Thucydides does in many instances imply 

the inability or at least the unwillingness of the gods to 

intervene in human affairs. 

Nicias at Syracuse: 

Yet, throughout my life I have been assiduous 
in worshipping the gods and in just and blameless 
conduct to men. T erefore t I am still bold in 
hope for the futu ej and though I am s]armed at 
our disa.sters, I ow tha.t they are undeserved, 

56Cornford, T...... ~tI ~ --_

57Ib!~., p. 157. 58l.Q!£.. p. 243., 

59Finley, ,Thucydldes, p. 310. 
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and perhaps may cease; and if our expedition
 
incurred the jealousy of any of the gods by this
 
time we have been sufficiently PUnished. b0
 

Nicias was executcd.6l Similar trends of thought are wit

nessed throughout Thucydides' WOTk. 62 Finley concludes that 

Thucydides writes of men. not gods. 6 3 

None of the historians who assume that the gods play 

no a.ctive part in Thuc;ydides' thinking are actually able to 

successfully refute Cornford's ch3l1enge thut human nature 

m~y be prevaded with sPiritso 64 Finley assumes that since 

Thucydides ~~es no positive statement that spirits intervene 

tin the affairs of that he ii!;nores them, and that hope, 

desire, avarice, and ambition eJe innate parts of m~~'s 

0nature Cornford does not aTp,:ue that Thucydides does not 

try to eliminate the gods from his history, but rather that 

the point of view Thucydides inherited from the dr allov7s 

him to think of hope, desire. avarice, et cetera as super

natural entities~65 Thucvdides does not declare himself on 

the issue. He kes 110 unequivocal statement that he 

believes these passions, "lhich are symptomatic of human 

60Thuc. VII. 77. 6lIbid., VII. 860
 

62Ib~•• V. 26, II. 54; VI. 70.
 

63Finley, Thucydides, p. 324.
 

64cornfo:cd. 

65Ibid. 
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nature, to be supernatural or innate. Fortunately the purpos~ 

of this paper can still be achieved without reaching a defi 

nite conclusion to this question for two reasons. First, 

regardless of its constitution human nature is consistent, 

and second_ly, human nature is not the only causat i ve element 

in history. Thucydides' doctrine of the strength of human 

will negates the problem of whether human nature is controlled 

by spir1 ts j to ex e this concept it is essential to examine 

his theory of necessity and foresight. 

Thucydides bases part of the value of his history on 

the fact that human nature, being constant and predictable, 

establishes a pattern whereby future events will resemble 

those of the past. 66 He reinforces this major theme with 

frequent references to instances where necessity demands 

certain human resportses to certain situations. 

The cause of the Pel ope sian v.!ar:
 

The truest expl&nation, though it was least
 
avowed, I believe to have been the growth of the
 
Athenian power, which terrified the Lacedaemogians
 
and put them under the necessity of fightine. 7
 

The Peace of Niclas:
 

For six years and te months the two powers
 
abstained from invading each other's territories.
 
• • • At last they w under the necessity of
 
breaking the treaty. 6Be
 

66 Thuc • II. 22. 67Ibld •• II. 23.
 

68Ibid •• v. 25.
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Revolution at Corcvra:
 

• • • human nature • deli~hted to show that
0 • 

it is ungovernable in passion, u.nCoht~ollable by
 
justice and hostile to all superiors. 9
 

The cause of all these evil s V"fflS the love- of 
power ori.R:inatillp:; in avarlce a.nd ambition.. • 70

0 

And revolution brought many calamities on the 
cities. which occurred and alHays Hill occur so 
long as human nature remains the same, but which 
are more or less aggravated and differ in charac
ter vTith every new combinatlon of circumstance. 
In peace and prosperity both states and individuals 
act on better principles because they are not 
involved in necessities which allow them no 
choice.71 

As these passages show Thucydides believes that certain 

historical actions p while originatLng in h n nature p were 

beyond the control of individual n. Motives such as fear, 

greed, and the love of power and glory at times dictate 

hUDllU1 actions which are abhorred by reason, yet stronger 

than reason o One is therefore justified in saying that 

there is an element of determiuism in Thucydides history; 

certain situations caused by human nature de d certain 

responses by h n nature.72 

It \'lould be misleading to leave the question of 

determinism at this point~ There is an element in 

Thucydides' history and purpose which is just as important 

69Ibld •• III. 84. 70rbid.p III. 82.
 

71Jbid.
 

72Finley, Th" p. 308- 309 •
.LL.....'_r' - ... -.- ...... t 
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as deterministic hu:w..al"l natul'e; this element is human fore

sight. The last sentence of the above passage on revolution 

at Corcyr.s. implies that there are times in "7hich necessi ty is 

not the overpowering force that it may be at other times. 

Certain passages ~n Thucydides' work indicate that by using 

foresi!<;ht man can escape the tendencles of human nature. 

The Spartan Counteroffensive:
 

They tended to believe without proof what they
 
Wished, instead of exercising foresight which
 
saves men from mistakes. 73
 

Peric1es e.nd his successors:
 

During the peace while he vias at the head of'
 
affairs, he showed moderation as a leader; he
 
kept Athens safe~ and she reached the height of
 
her greatness in his time. t:7hen the war began
 
he shoY/ed. here too his fores:lght in estimatL'1g
 
Athenian power. He survived two years and six
 
months; and, after his death, his prescience
 
re~arding the war was even better appreciated.74
 

So that at the time Pericles was more than
 
justified in the conviction at which his fore

sight had a:r'rived, that the Athenians could
 
very easily have the better of the ~naided
 

forces of the Peloponnesians~75
 

The passages cited o~ the last three pages identify two 

forills of causation. In some instances the necessity of 

human nature der the stimulation of E:I'eed. pride, and love 

of e;lory implies an inevltablen€ss of hum.an action.76 This 

determinism. of hu.rnan nature is at its strongest \vhen mEl.n 

73Thuc. IV. 108 74Ibid., II. 65. 

75Ibid. 76Brunt, II Introduction" , p. xxxi. 
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fails to understand its operation. Yet the determinism of 

human nature is opposecl by rational foresight. 77 The purpose 

of Thucydide:s l history is to instruct men on the workings of 

history, to give them foreilllowledge of what is likely to 

occur. II If you say in one breath that events foll0>1 a 

pattern but, in the next, that the pattern can and should be 

under's tood, you imply that such understanding will be the 

basis o.f actioY2 7 which in tUTn will effect events."7 8 Men 

by recognizing the dallg8Ts and lnclinations of human nature 

can use foresight to proceed with constructive rational 

action; thus, human nature will not be totally deterministic. 

Thucydides gives credence to a duality of causation. HUli~n 

nature in times of uncommon stress controls man's actions; 

it also controls these actions Hhen man has no kno"t'Tledge of 

its operation. Reasonable men sTmed with knowledge of the 

workings of hunan nature form Thucyd5.des' second causative 

element. 

The question of whetheT or not hu nature is innate 

or the result of supernatural intervention becomes less 

important because of this theory of foresight. The question 

is still unanswered, but in either case human nature is not 

irrevocably deterministic. ManIs foresight at times can be 

77Thuc. IV. 108; II. 65. 

78Finley, Thucxdides, po J08. 



Athenians. 

OcCUl~ for some reason other than human nature or hWllan 

• IV. 12. 

unpredictable events helped 

80.l..== 

Athenian fleet of 40 ships] arrived 
01' Laconia and heard that the 
ships Here al.ready at Corcyra. 
Sophocles wanted to hasten there • • • 

that a storm came on and drove 

79Thuco IV. 3. 

81Ibid. f IV. 15. 

Hhen they 0 
off the coast 
Peloponn 
Eurymedo 
but it so 
them into 

A whole series of unexpected 

the Athenians score a major victory at Pylos.81 

There reIIk9.ins 0::;0 .more 8. ~,pec t of Thucydid-es' theory 
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It vr~s a singular turn of fortlme which drove 
the Athenians to fight on land, and Laconian land, 
against the Lacedaemonians, who were attacking 
them by sea•••• For in those days it was the 
great glory of the Lacedaernonians to be a land 
power distinguished for their military prowess, 
and of the Athenians to be a natio~ of sailors 
and the first sea power in Hellas. 80 

in the battle that follot-Ied Fo:rtul1e continued to help the 

An ~~foreseen storm put the Athe~ians ashore on Pylos, and 

element beyond the control of man. 

man cannot control human n,;"tlJr'P. t foresight enables him to 

made to control the de$lres or human nature, end even when 

of causation to be considered; this i~ his view of the 

un~mo..m causative. the reason for hi storical events that 

Pylos s~ow, Thucydides does recognize the operation of some 

foresight. As the following references to the battle of 

respond positively to its :'..:...nifestations. 



which could not be calculated on r thov.n:ii 1 t might also cover 

• • 

p. 10. 

p p. 129., 

de happier by the 

p. xxviii: Fa E. Adcock~ 

~id~e University Press, 

Y critical~ happenings 

Bury goes on to add, "Chance. 

Gree~ Historh 

.L.~"L.l..'V,Z:"","_lWO.''-'WII p. 313. 

nls will ••• it was not a question of pure 

85Bury, 

The majority are opposed by Cornford; he presents a 

exercise of 

35 

Thucydides' account of Pylos, the pla.gue at Athens, 

comprehensive and convincing ar~ument that the causative 

simply represents an element "Thich cannot be foretold. He 

Brunt and Adcock concur6 84 

in this world might be ordered and 

simply. the minor, if occasio 

accident, though pure accident remained a factor in it. u83 

recognizes the operatic'itl of the Wlknol"m; he does not 

recognize the presence of tthinC;s occult.,u85 

Althou~h Fortune is easily identified in Thucydides t work, 

there is no general a~reemant as to how he defines it. The 

majority of historians concerned call this element chance 

or accid_ent. Finley s~YSt lIChance to him therefore denoted 

causative ele~ent beyond man. This element is Fortune. 

and other events show that he does give credence to a 

unforeseen events 9 such n[~ the p1r-sue ~ of l<Thich the cause 

,'jas obscure. ,,82 Grundy echoes these thoug:hts. II ••• life 

82Finley, 

83Grundy, Tu~_£ _~ .. 

84BrWlt, 
Thucydide s mld
!yo::!), p. 1"Z:
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eleJnent outside the control of man is to Thucydides a super

natural force. 86 The core of Cornford's theory lies in the 

fact that he does not believe that the Greek mind had any 

cor.cept of what s come to be called natural law. 87 

Cornford contends that without this concept Thucydides 

relies on the supernatural to explain things outside the 

sphere of human causation; these occurences include such 

thin~s as earthquakes, floods, and other upheavels of nature 

as well as the plague, the Athenian success at Pylos and 

other events Bury calls cha.nce <> 88 According to Cornford p 

Portw18 is prone to appear When sst expects it. It 

then bcguiles the individuals involved in the unexpected 

success into believing that success is of the ir OHtl doing, 

eclipses their foresight and abandons thenlt and in this way 

causes their dO';'fn:fall. 89 Cornford con teYlds that Thucydides' 

Fortune is not Chance or Fate. Neither is it Moira, an 

impersol1e.l world order 'which establishes limits beyond which 

man cnnnot go.90 Nor is Thucydides' J"'ortune to be equated 

with Providence~91 Cornfo~d says th2t when Thucydides writes 

about FortUl'le "he is thinking of extraordinary, sudden 

86cornford, Thucy "-"~T ..... J.. ... """u .., ........... _'W'US t p. 124~
 
!!JEaaziI:Esz:zz 

87Ib i d., PPc 104-105. 88Ibid., 105. 

89~., 124~125Q 90Ibid. , 106..107. 

91Ibld., 107 <> 
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interventions of nOl1~human aw.:encies, occurring especis,lly at 

cri tical moments in \,rarfare. or ifest from time to time in 

convulsions of Nature. 1I 9 2 Cornford is unable to give a more 

precise definition because Thucydides does not define 

Fortune more specifically.93 This conception of Fortune is 

used by Thucydides to contrast TIthe field of ordinary hu 

foresight with the .:mmm field t 11hich lies beyond it. of 

inscrutable, non-human pOlTers. 1194 Thus to Cornford the 

history of Thucydides resolves itself into a dramatic con

trast of IIFortune and foresight. '1 95 

Cornfordts ideas have much to ree nd them especially 

in light of Thucydides non-committal view about things he' 

does not attempt to explain. However, even though Cornford 

presents a per sive theory, he cannot prove the ideas he 

advances. 96 ThlJ.cydj,des does not give a definition of 

Fortune, and any theory that attempts to define his concept 

of it lacks pos1tive proofu Ho~evcr it is not necessary to 

take a stand on the question in this paper because the impor

tance of Fortune to Thucydides does not lie in its internal 

composition. Regardless of its constitution, the real 

significance of Fort.une is that its outward manifestations 

9 2Ibid. t 106. 93Jbid., 108. 

94 Ibid., 105. 951_big,. t 108. 

96Ibid.;~p 172. 
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E'.re disruptive and unpredictableo It cannot be relied upon 

in any given situation; it cannot oe explained or limiteo_i 

it lays down no rUles and follows none. It is unpredictable. 

The most positive statements Thucydides makes about it are 

that it comes when least expected and that it should not be 

relied upon. 

Pylos; unexpected Athenian success:
 

I~O not suffer the fate of men inexperienced in
 
success; when they obtain some advantage, the
 
unexpec tedness of their momentar;y good fortllile
 
makes them continually hope for and grasp at fur

ther ge.ins. But men Who have most often Imown the
 
vicissitudes of both kinds of fortune ought to be
 
least reliant on successes, and it would be most
 
natural if experience ShOlJ.ld have taught thj_s
 
lesson to your city as nell as to us."97 

This is all Thucydides can tell us about chance or Fortune. 

The very sparseness of information tends to make the reader 

look elsewhere for tangible causation; this is 1'Ihg,t 

Thucydides wants the reader to clo o According to Thucydides, 

man 1 S nature .3.nd knowledge that a the primary molders of 

historyo In this wayp Thucyclides' concept of chance or 

Fortune "vThile denotlng a realm in which thought t or at 

least prognostic tho~~ht, cannot operate, only emphasizes 

more clearly the greater and more important realms in which 

it is successful~1l98 Goin~ even further, he seems to conclude 

that the most successful man is one who can adapt himself 

97Thuc. IV.17" 98PinleYr Tht,oydides, p. 314. 
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most readily to unexpected OCCUlTences. 99 

Thucydides more than St. Augustine or Voltaire gives 

validity to the concept of free 10,]ill. In his work only two 

things limit man's freedom: uncontrolled, lmrecognized 

human r:ta ture and Fortune Foresight sometimes gives ID8.n the0 

ability to control the tendencies of human nature and always 

enables him to respond positively to the effects of uncon

trolled Fortune and human nature. Determinism becomes the 

maj or part of Thucydides ~ ~'Wrld only ,,,hen man fails to 

exercise this foresight. 

The course of the PeloponnesiD.ll ~lar cUd not please 

Thucydidcso In its passage he saw Athens humiliated by the 

stupidity of her citizens. The self interest, greed, 

jealousy, pride, and cru2lty of human nature contributed to 

the debacle. Fortune plr'yed its part by giving men false 

hope, by encouragil'~: thci~' to be too confident, and by 

spmming self~delusion., Thucydides does not portray the 

course of the war as inevitable; he leaves the door open for 

foresight to gain control. If the- citizens as a whole will 

not practice this foresight then political leaders should 

employ it for the good of the state, as Pericles once dido 

Had this been done in Athens the results of the "mr might 

have been averted. This is not to say that political 

99Thuc. I. 143; VI, 34; VII. 42; Finley, Thuc~dides, 
p. 314. 
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foresight could have completely controlled the course of 

human events: human nDture's grip is strong, the masses will 

always be subjec~ to its larger manifestations, and Fortune 

will play its unpredictab~e role. But political foresight 

can, at least, prevent the grossest miscarriages of the 

other two causative forces. Foresight was the tool 

Athenians could have used to, if not to prevent the war, ~t 

least to guide it to a reasonable conclusion. But after 

Pericles, no one effectively used this foresight, and 

Athenians, by failing to use their most important guide, were 

responsible for their downfall~ Thucydides hopes that in 

the future man will make use of forelrn.o~Tledge. Human nature 

and Fortune have the pm-fer to disrupt men' s liYes~ But it 

is Thucydides f stronges t bel i ef that man has the pmrer and 

authority to discipline human nature and adapt to the effects 

of human nature snd Fortune 9 if he chooses to do so. 

Thucydides believes that it is man's responsibility to so 

choosee 
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ates was his crying for 
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personal, he began his life. 

Augustine's family was of the lower middle class and 

On the day he was born, November 13, A.D. 354, in the 

higher education at Carthage. This· early education consisted 

was declining in socio-ecoDomic status. 2 His father was not 

it is not for lack of will to do harm, but for lack of 

strength. 111 In this two-fold state of sin, original and 

almost solely of the studying of literary and oratorical 

sort of tantrum Hhich "ShOl'iS that, if babies are innocent, 

his first willful sin, which he 

small town of Tagaste, in Numidia, St. AUG;ustlne committed 

his early years she did her best to see that he believed in 

Christ.3 Augustine began his education in Tagaste, but he 

a Christian, but his mothel' \'1a8. Aw:~ustine writes that in 

foodi he prob.:-'1,bly continued his sinful way by throwing some 

lAugust. Conf. i. 7 . .::_... 

2Henr i Narrat'l, St. '_~I' ":.~ __ .. _ 

lhe Ages. trans. Patriek He - -
n.d.). p. 12, 

3Al.:g ust. Con f. i. 11.. 



A~brose that rekindled his somewhat dormsnt interest in 

bishops could not move, his future with the Church ~&s 

It was the sermons of St. 

til his death in 430.5 

5Roy \'J. BattenhoHse, liThe Life of St. Augustine,1r t=. 
__... ,..,_.. ion t:::) the Stuelv of St. Au~ustin,~~ ed. Roy 1.0/. Batten

'N~\'l·-York: OxfordtJniverslty PreSE, 1955). p. 44. 

inextricably tied to Hippo 

4Ibid., viii. 10-12. 

During his thirty-five yeRrs as bishop of Hippo, 

Augustine wrote the greater part of his lasting works; he 
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in 395 he was appointed coadjutor bishop at Hippo. On the 

death of his equ8.1 he became sole bis'hop, and since African 

Ausustine proved himself to be valuable to his parish, and 

Augustine returned to Tagaste where he spent the next three 

years in monastic retreat. In 391, against his wish. he was 

drafted as a priest for the parish at Hippo. For four years 

Christianity. 

By the end of 388 and after the death of his mother, 

For thirteen years he taught successively in Tagaste, 

Christianity. For a time Augustine was torn betvreen ~'lhat he 

St. Ambrose, bi shop of 1ITt1 

ce.lls ~spiration for lT e ternal bliss" and "10v e of temporal 

Pleasure. Il4 Thi s strusgle re solved itself in 386 Hhen he 

found himself miraculously and totally converted to 

Cartha,Q'e, Rome, and lastly Nilan • At rUlan in 384 he met 

ase of nineteen Augustine began his career as a teacher. 

arts; Vir~11, Cicero, and Sallust were his concerns. At the 



the time that he searched for a sound foundation for his 

Inter 

,lleled by growin~ elements 

6Donald D. 1:7 ill iams, "The 
All.gustine ':'oday, IT !::. Companion to 
p. 2. 

8Ibid. 
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growing and increasingly centered on the idea on evil. 8 

of pessbnism &.!1("l ~elf-doubt, 11 ""hich ';Thile not universal" was 

elements were to become intensified in the later sta~es of 

the Empiree 7 G. L. Keyes st~tes that lIbasic here was a mood 

The intellectual climate in which Augustine spent his 

Confidence in man's ability to u~derstand this 
world by the exercise of reason continued to decline. 

of uncertainty in the Greco-Rom6tTI intellectual world. These 

period of drift. Politically Rome had gone from republic to 

most famous ~.rork, the City of God, in 413. At ·the sarne time___ 11. __. . _ 

youth ,before conversion \'las varied and confusing. During 

mainly concerned with anti-Donatist writings, he began his 

Sulla, Pompey, and Caesar were . 

close to anarchy. The difficult years dominated by Marius, 

autocratic empire and by the end of the fourth c:mtury was 

najority of his anti ... Hanichean works by 4000 After a period. 

he took on the task of repudiatirl(:': a major adversary, the 

Pelagians. 6 This task Nas to occupy him until his death. 

finished his autobiography, the Confessicns. and. the 

restless intellect, the Boman world ~{as also experiencing a 

7G. L. Keyes, 
of gistory: ~ Study of st. 
(Lincoln: University 
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The imperial age agreed with Carneades that since 
nothing could be known, men must seek a ~odus 

viv_endi wi th the un1rnmm. They must accept, on 
faith, tentative propositions which might arise 
from in~ucti~n but.were increas1ngl~ likely to 
be attrlbutea to dlvine revelation.9 

This attitude encoura~ed-a mood of introspection and self-

control. If the world continually slipped from the realm of 

rational understanding, and man could not understand it much 

less control it, then perhaps, he should try to establish 

inner -control over his attitudes and reactions to the outer 

world. Gnosticism, Mithraism, Stoicism~ Epicureanism, and 

Neo-Platonism chose this route of escape from the world or 

at least from ultiJJl£tte responsibility for the worldfs 

condition. 10 

Men tend to reject relativity, and if rationality 

cannot provide a basis for understs.ndi11~ the complexi ties 

8.nd ambiguities of eXistence, so:nething else has to be 

utilized to provide this understanding. The something else 

to ~'lhich a large nUtlber of fourth c en tury Roman s adhered 

Vias supernatural knoHledge ga.ined through revelation. ll In 

the areas of philosophy and religion, -men placed increasing 

importance upon asceticism as means of receiving revelation. 

This mutual emphasis on a life of pain and self-denial is 

one instancR of another growing aspect of the intellectual 

9Ibid., pp. 14-15. lOIbid., p. 15. 

llIbid. 
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period, syncretism. In this intellectual atmosphere St. 

Augustine came to grips with his doubtse 

Augustinefs theory of causation and 

man, a brief examination of his theory of knowledge is 

necessary because it is this theory that enable Augustine to 

\'lri te wi th the assuredness of one "'iho is convinced that he 

possesses the llilalterable truth. 

During the years before his conversion. Augustine 

searched for the truth, truth that could be proven and 

demonstrated. by reason~ "Truthl Truthl HOi"1 the very 

it. 1I12marrO~AT of my soul withi1!'l me yearned for He describes 

his early years of study as spent in love of evil, lithe 

hideous flood of lust,"'l) and Ilin the pursuit of unholy 

curiosi ty .,,14 Desire for some type of intellectu?!-l mooring 

led him to close association with the Manichaean religion. 

The dualism of the Hanicha8nrls seemed to provide anSHers for 

many of Augustine's questions about evil, and for about nine 

years he was a convert; "I deserted you and sank to the 

bottom-most depths of scepticisill and the mockery of devil

\,]orship. ,,15 However he became increasingly disenchanted with 

the contradictiens and mistakes of Nanichaeism; he discovered 

that the severe morality expressed by the adherents was not 

12August. Conf. iii. 6. 13~., iii. 2. 
~ -

14~bid., iii. 3. 15Ibid. 
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achie-"red in practice and that they accepted as truth ideas 

that could be proven false by science. 16 At Rome and Milan 

he found a philosophy and a that were to help free him 

from "the snares of the devil ll to which Hanichaeism had 

brought hiI!1. 17 

The philosophy Vias Neo-Platonism, and strangely it 

was the scepticism of this philosophy that influenced him 

more tban anything else. Neo-Platonic scepticism hel~ed him 

to solve the question of the certainty of knoHledge by 

convincin[: him that reason could not find absolutes in the 

areas where he desired them. 

He lost and never recovered his 'natural'
 
confidence in knovJledge derived from sensation
 
and reason, and he came to see the necessity
 
under which all men labor of living by faith
 
i n uncer t 2.1.TI t'
' leSe 18 

" • • • we are too weak to discover the truth by reason 

alone.,,19 This decision did not end his search for absolutes; 

it simply removed reason as the source for the absolute, and, 

as yet, he did not kn01·J what criterion established true 

knm<Jledge. So he Vias caught up in an 8.ura of despair lest he 

never know truth. 

Anxiety about what r could believe as certain
 
gnawed at my heart all the more sharply as r grew
 

17r16 rbiq • , v. 7. iiL 6.~c , 

18Keyes, "'-At....--~"''' ......~ ...:, •.,..JjJ.. ...~'A,#a-1..,.~ .Q..f -!iii!ls~QrYt p~ 31. 

19August. g2~£. vi. 5. 
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more and more ashamed that I had been misled and 
deluded by promises of certainty for so long•••• 
I.was hanging in suspense ••• I wanted to be 
just as certain of those things which were hidden 
from my sight as that seven and three make ten, 
for I was not so far out of my wits as to suppose 
that not even this could be known. But I wanted 
to be equally sure about everything else, both 
material things for which I could not vouch by my 
own senses, and spiritual things of which I could 
form no idea except in bodily form. 20 

At the time Augustine was exploring Neo-Platonic 

thought and trying to find something to repla0e relativism, 

he was also attending the sermons of St. Ambrose. Christian

ity, which had long held an emotional appeal for Augustine, 

was given intellectual merit by St. Ambrose. The un-

Christian nature of the Old Testament was one of the thing~ 

that made Christianity distasteful to Augustine, but St. 

Ambrose taught a less literal, more allegorical interpreta

tion of this part of the Bible. 21 The sincerity and 

intelligence of Ambrose impressed Augustine, and gradually 

"Christianity began to seem comparable with Neo-Platonism in 

its intellectual sublety, and with ~~nichaeism in ethical 

austerity.1J22 

St. Ambrose also taught one way to remove Augustine's 

doubts as to where he could find truth, but Augustine was at 

first unable to accept it in good conscience. 

20Ibid., vi. 4.
 

21Battenhouse, liThe Life of St. Augustine Today,t.' p. 29~
 

22Keyes, Augustine's Philosophy of History, p. 31. 
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••• my sick soul. which could not be healed 
except throu~h faith, refused this cure for fear 
of believin~~a doctrine that was false. 2J 

At last f God entered into this drama of doubt and 

imposed a solution. 

Then, 0 Lord, you laid your most gentle. most 
merciful f~nger on my heart and set my thoughts 
in order.2~ 

Augustine began to real:tze that there were many things that 

he hcl,d previously tDJ\cn on trust alone including his 

parentage, history, and facts about distant places. 

In this N8.y You made me understand that I
 
ought not find fault with those who believed
 
your Bible•••• I began to believe that you
 
would never have invested the Bible with such
 
conspicuous authority in every ls.nd unless you
 
had intended it to be the means by which we
 
should look for you and believe in yov ••••
 
The authority of Scripture should be respected
 
and accepted \1ith the purest faith. 25
 

Then came his conversion and with it the truth for which he 

hac._ sea.rched. 

From now on I began to prefer the Catholic
 
teachingo The Church deh~nded that certain
 
things should be beli~ved even though they
 
could not be proved. 2b 

God, the Catholic Church, and the Bible--all of 

Augustine's writings illustrate his faith that these three 

constitute truth. Faith in these truths is for Augustine, 

essential to existence because it provides the absolutes 

2JAugust. Conf. vi. 4. 24 Ibid ., vi. 5. 

25Ibi<L 26Ibid. 
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8. 21.27Augus to E..~_ ••_ _ __•• 

of particular interest to this paper; these are the City of 

the word of God. While the spe0ific topic of each of his 

cerned with defending and explaining his interpretation of 

On the Hhole the ",.rri tin!t.8 of St 0 Augustine are con-

unfailing confidence that he is privy to the absolute truth. 

possibly the most terrible tool man can ever possess, 

this sacrifice. AUGustine retains the most a1<TeSOme and 

~:orks differs. the bas~c tmderlying theme of the all-powerful 

beyond the realm of true krJ 01'11 edge. But in exchange for 

because they are imma ter ial to fe.l th and salva tion, thus 

faith are those of quantity not quality because God is not 

the Church to the rest of mankind. The only limits to this 

select ,feTti; revelatiol!. i~ transmitted through the Bible and 

faith in these truths is jl1stifled by God who makes his 

existence and wishes knmm throug:h divine revelation to a 

that C8-nnot be found by lmaided human reason. He writes that 

vitally concerned that man possess scientific truth or even 

49 

knoYlledge about rna teri.s..l things 0 In the Enchiridion 

Auc;ustine is forced to give up his quest for temporal truths 

Chr'istian God does not. Four of these l'!orks center on topics 

our attainment of the Kin,r;cdom of God, it does not matter 

~rhether they are believed in or not. 1I27 In this way 
r 

Augustine states that "in those thing's l\lhich do not concern 

Q.od, Confessions, 
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The Ci~y of God was written to defend Christianity against 

critics "1~!ho attributed the calamities of the world and 

especially the recent sack of Rome by the Goths, to the 

Christian Religion t l.:l.11d .its prohibi tion of the -worship of 

the gods. 1128 Thus t the ~~~y 2i ~ represents Augustine t s 

view of the course of history. The Ci ssions is Augustine's 

autobiography and as such it is a kind of miniature of the 

workin~ out of his concept of God's plan. The Anti-Pel~glon 

~Iri tin deal with free will in that they attempt to prove 

that man has not been born with the capability of securing 

salvation by his mom effort and merit. The 
,~ 

contains a brief description of God's plan and n~nls relation 

to it. Together these four give a synthesis of Augustine's 

thought, and this paper has drmm heavily from them for its· 

description of Augustine's theory of causation. 

For Augustine the causative force behind the existence 

R~d operation of everythin~ in the universe is God. 

For the Christian, it 1s eno~~h to believe that 
the cause of all created things, whether in heaven 
or earth, whether visible or invisible. is nothing 
other than the goodness of the Creator, who is the 
one and the true God. 29 

The universe created by God is nothing less than perfect. 

HAll of nature, therefore, is goocl~ since the Creator of all 

28August. 

29August. 
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nature is supremely good. "30 Just as God created a perfect 

universe,31 so too does he control all effective action 

within that universe. 

However strong the wills either of angels or of 
men, whether good or evil, whether they will what 
God willeth or will something else, the will of the 
OIIL.'1ipoten t is ahiays undefeated. 32 

'me hath done all th1ngs in heaven and earth,
 
whatsoever he willed,lI as Truth sings of him, and
 
surely he hath not willed to do anything that he
 
hath not done. There must be no equivocation on
 
this point /33
 

God created everything in a perfect universe. At the 

moment of creation He kne;.,r all that would tal\:e place in His 

universe, and nothing takes place unless he has caused or 

allowed it to happen. Many questions arise pertinent to 

this concept of the order of life. First, if this world is 

perfec t, why is there evil? Au£::ustine t s answer to this 

question is central to his concepts and will serve as a 

reference point for an examination of the relationship of 

man to the omnipotent causative force of history. 

Accordin~ to Sto Augustine, God has not and will not 

will that any of his cre~tures be unhappy; if we find our

selves unhappy, it must in some \Imy be our 0':';.>1 fault. 34 

30Ibid., 4~ 12. 31Aup-:ust. Conf. vii. l/.j-. 

26. 102. 

33~~~d., 27. 103. 

History, p. 150.34Keyes, 
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It is within Augustine's theory of evil that the vast 

rogjority of hum~n beings fiDd their role and purpose. In 

Augustine's view, the first step in the origins of evil comes 

from the fact that while all men are created gopd, they are 

not immutably good.35 

All of nature is good, since, the Creator of 
all nature is supremely good. But nature is not 
supremely and immutably good as is the Creator of 
it. Thus the good in created things can be 
diminished and gugnented. For good to be dimin
ished is evil.3 

All things are good, but relatively so. If God has never 

willed evil, then it follows that evil is a kind of non-

being. In one instance Avsustine compares evil with 

disease or wounds; when men or animals are sick, they suffer 

from an absence of heal th, but "'Then the disease or "round is 

cured, health returns as the disease or wound ceases to 

exist.3? "Therefore, "lha.tever is, is good j and evil . . . 
is not a substance, because if it were a substance it would 

be cood.1I38 Since man wills evil actions. aDd God by his 

very definition could not have caused evil, evil must come 

from the mutability of man. According to Augustine this 

mutability is a result of the wromI use of free will.39 

35August. De Ci.v. ~. xii. 1. 

36August. Enchiridion 4. 12. 3?Ibicl., 3. 11. 

38August. ~on~. vii. 12. 

39August. De Civ. D. xiii. lL~. 
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HOH, I says can good be the cause of evil? For 
when the will abandons vThat is above itself, and 
turns to what is lower, it becomes evil--not 
because that is evil to which it turns, but because 
the tur:nin3 itself 1s wicked. Therefore, it 1s not 
an inferior thing "'Thich has made the 'Nill evil, but 
it is itself which has become so by 101/ icked.lY and 
inordinately desiring an inferior thing. 42 

Thus Adam brought evil into the world by his own volition, 

and his sin is inflicted on all of mankind. 

From this state [righteousness] after he had 
stnned, :rna:n was c::e..nishcd and through his sin he 
subjected his descendents to the punishment of 
sin and damnation, for he had radically corrupted 
them, in himself by his sinning. As a consequence 
of this, all those descended from him and his 
wife ••• entered into the inherit~1ce of orig
inal sin. 43 

The first me~ d&~Ded all who have come after him. 

Hereafter evil and sin follow man for the rest of his 

earthly existence. He is no longer free to pursue effectively 

the good and the just for the free will of Adam Tllas lost ','Then 

he turned a~'18.y froill God tOl-lard pride After Adam man cone 

tinues to possess a measure of free will but its nature is 

radic8.11y differen t from that Adam pos se s sed. before his s:1.n. 

For it was in the evil use of his free will that 
ma.n destroyed l'l.Lmself and his will at the same time 
••• sin which arises from the action of the free 
will turns out to be victor over the will and the 
free will is destroyed. • • • He serves freely who 
freely does the will of his master. Accordingly he 
who is slave to sin is free to sin. But thereafter 

42AugUst. D~ fly. ~. xii. 6. 

43August. Enchiridior. 8. 26. 
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he will not be free to do right unless he is
 
delivered from the bondage of si11 and begins to
 
be the servant of righteousness. 44
 

After the fa-lIp is free to will to sin and all mankind 

inherits not only the da~nation of original sin. but also the 

prope~sity to sin over which he has no real control. 

Augustine's system depends on the compatibility of 

bIO separate ideas. First, God is perfectly good, omnipotent, 

and. o ran isc ien t; everything He doe s is good, and nothing 

happens that H~ does not allow to happen. Secondly, man 

tu.rns from God, and this turning is sinful. In order to 

reconcile these tHO beliefs~ Augustine differentiates 

behJeen freedoE. of "'ill anc1 freedom of action. 4 5 Adam 

possessed both freedom of will and freedom of action prior 

to the first sin, but when he committed the first sin, he and 

all his descendents lost freedom of action. His descendents 

retain part of Adam's freedom of will, the freedom to will 

evil. This ability to will evil is not translated into 

action because no action takes place unless it is a part of 

God's plan p which is good. ~~ acts according to his evil 

will only when God allows him to do so.46 

44I 'b i do, 9. 3') .
 

45K~yes. A.....~ ....... v ~
..... >J of History, pp. 153
154. 

46August. Enchiridion 3. 9. 
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In His supreme will resides the power which acts 
on the wills of all created spirits ••• all of 
them are most of all subject to the will of God, to 
whom all wills are subject, since they have no power 
except what He had bestowed upon them. • • • For one 
who is not prescient of all future things is not God. 
Wherefore our ~ills a.lsQ have just so much power as 
God i'lilled and forekne1'! that they should have; and 
therefore whatever power they have, they are to do, 
they are most assuredly to do, for He whose fore
lmo1vledge is infallible forekneH that they would 
have the power to do it, and would do it. 4 7 

H8.n can "\tvill anything, but he can do nothing "which does not 

conform to the L:~ ster Plan. 1I 48 Any action that occurs must 

help fulfill God's purpose. Action and will exist on 

separate planes, and they must be judged by two separate 

sets of criteria. All actions wi1led by unredeemed men are 

both good and evil. On a lower level, actions are evil 

because they are willed by ~1, and mants will is evil. God 

does not will man to do evil; is responsible for his 

evil \'Till even though he can do nothtng to change his vfill 

because it is inherited from Adam. The actions that man 

takes are in accordance with his will, thus he is damned 

because of his evil '\'rill end evil actions. In a higher sense 

the actions of r~rm are good because God t s will is so strong 

that nothing occurs unle ss He allOivs it to take place. \~hen 

the evil will of men is translated into action, these actions 

become good because the world of events "is completely 

47August. De Ci~. ~. v. 9. 

of 
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predetermined" by God's perfect Plan. 49 God brings forth 

good out of evil. God's plan remains perfect, and yet man 

is damned because of his sins. In this way. Augustine 

justifies his belief in an all-good, all-seeing', all-powerful 

God and in man vlho is re sponsible for hi s sins and deserves 

to be punished. 

Although all IDen constantly will contrary to God's 

will, s:>nly Adam v~a.s capable of taking actions contrary to 

God's will. Even Adam's actions did not subvert Codls pur

pose, though they were opposed to that purpose. 

• • • God would have willed to preserve even the 
first man in that state of salvation in 'VJhich he 
vlas created • • • if he had fore1movm that man 
would. have had 8. steadfast ~·lill to continue vIi thout 
sin, as he had been created to do. But since he 
did foreknow that man would make bad use of his 
free will--that is, that he would sin--God pre
arranged his ovm purpose so that he could. do good 
to man, even in m~n's doing eVil, and so that the 
good 1'iill of the Omnipotent should be nullified by 
the bad will of men, but should nonetheless be ful
filled.50 

For you evil does not exist. and not only for 
you but for the whole of your creation as well, 
because there is nothing outside it Which could 
invade it and br8;,.1~ do the order which you have. 
imposed on it.51 

After Adam. all IDen are controlled by tHO deterministic 

forces. Their will controls all their desires and plans. 

This Nill is evil, so man can Nill nothing of his ovm accord 

49Ibisi_. 5 0August. Ench1ridion 28. 104. 
~~ 

51August. C~~f. vii. 13. 
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that is good. I,1al1's actions are controlled by God. No 

matter what action man v7l11s, he can only do the actions 

that God allows him to do. ~~nts only freedom exists in his 

will; he is free to wil~ any evil action, even.though he 

cannot fulfill his will unless God permits him to do so~ 

Thus man has no freedom of ac tion, and no abili ty to '\Ifill 

the good. 

The paradox of Augustinefs concept of evil lies in the 

fact that God knew what course of action Adam would take 

even before He created man, and yet He did nothing to stop 

Adam. 52 Adam had the ability to do good or evil. God did 

not will that Adam sin, but neither did He stop Adam. God 

did not will evil onto Adam, but He allowed Adam to bring 

it on himself and his descendents and then He damned them 

for it. It is as if God led Adam to a dangerous precipice. 

God, secure in his ability, stood close to the edge. He 

warned Adam to stand back. Adam knew he should stand back; 

he had the ability to stand back, but he too wanted to stand 

close to God. God warned Adam t but God knew that Adam would 

approach the edge and fall to his death. Since then God has 

'\Ilatched as the rest of mankind, who do not have the a.bili ty 

to stand back, fall to their deaths. 

It is obvious that Augustine holds the truths of faith 

52Kcyes, AUI:':ustine l S Ph::..=::~-~r.'H' of His~., pp. 192
193. 
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to be much more valid than the conclusions of unaided, 

imperfect human reason. Unaided reason without the Q priori 

belief in the truth of faith cannot rationalize why God, 

all-powerful and all-good should create a perfe~t universe, 

yet allow his principal creations to disobey him then damn 

them for the flaw of free will which He knew would exist 

before He created them. Faith must prevail where knowledge 

and logic fail, and to one lacking Augustine's all-embracing 

faith, it seems that God is playing a monstrous jQke on his 

principal creation. 

Augustine's outline does not stop with the fall of 

Adam; the course of God's plan is directed toward a more 

noble end than the endless, unregenerate sinning of mankind. 

God in his mercy provides a happy ending for his creations, 

at least for a chosen few. Augustine sees hope in the 

perfect world that makes man so miserable; this hope is 

bound up in the idea of grace • 

• • • God foresaw also that by His grace a people 
would be called to adoption. and that they, being 
justified by the remission of their sins, would be 
united by th~ Holy Ghost to the holy angels in 
eternal peace, the last enemy, death. being 
destroyed.53 

Man has hope of salvation, but Augustine's interpretation of 

the operation of salvation virtually kills this hope for the 

majority of .mankind. 

53August. De Ci~~. xii. 22. 
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In the first place, man can do nothing to achieve h1s 

mm salva tion. 

Forasrauch then as our turning a1<78.Y from God is 
our OHTI act and deed, and this is our depraved 
will; since also our ,turning to God is not in our 
power, except He rou~es and helps us ••• it comes 
from His grace and from His truth and eguity that 
He wills not to impart them to others.54 

In the second place, God's mercy and salvation is for the 

few' not the many.55 The vast majority of men are damned, and 

they furnish an excellent example for the men fortunate 

enough to be saved by God's grace. All men are equally 

pO\'Jerless; none can effect his salvation on his mm merits. 

All are sinful, and a merely just God would damn the whole 

of creation, but God is not only just he is also merciful, 

so he saves a few men. The gn~y purpose for the existence 

of the damned is to show the utter worthlessness of man's 

life when man is denied God's grace.56 To those who ask if 

this is really a merciful God~ Augustine answers: 

Eternal punishment seems hard B.nd unjust to 
humsm perceptions, because in the 'I'Iea..kness of our 
mortal condition there is wanting that highest and 
purest v7isdom by 1Qhich it can be perceived how 
great a vlickeQ."\'18SS vms comml tted in that firs t 
transgression•••• If all had been transferred 
from darkness to light, the severity of retribu
tion \'i'Ould have been manifested in none. But 

54August. C~ th~ ~er~s and For~iveness 2f §~~s, ii. 
31. 

27, 103.
 

56Ibid., 25. 98-99. 
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many more are left under punishment than 8,re deliv
ered from it, in ord.er that it may thus be shmm 
what was due to all. And had it been inflicted on 
all, no one could justly have found fault with the 
justice of Him who taketh vengeance; whereas~ in 
the deliver~nce of so many from that just award, 
there is cause to render the most cordial thauks 
to the gratuitous bounty of Him who delivers.)? 

The majority of men are sentenced to eternal punishment in 

order to provide grotesque examples of God's power. 

God's grace operates through thr8e main instruments-

Jesus Christ, the Scripture, and the Church. God chose 

Christ as the sale path to grace ar.d salvation. His coming 

and death provide the remission of sins necessary to salva

tion. In addition God uses the Church as the earthly means 

for manfs salvation. 58 In the Church, men receive the 

sacraments which are necessary for salvation, and there they 

learn about God. But even this earthly agent gets its 

orders and effectiveness from God. 

Whence it happens that even with the assistance 
of holy men g or eveD if the holy angels themselves 
take part~ no one rightly learns those things which 
pertain to life with God unless he is made by God 
doc ile to God. • • • r-tedic in es for the bod~' "Thich 
are a.dministered to men. by Jnen do not hell,{ them 
unless health is conferred by God. • • .59 

Noreover, one is very much mistalren if he believes that all 

5?August. De Civ. ~. xxi. 11-12. 

58August. On ;;; ........:ilt. .... _ .... -. .......~ .. Doct. i. 18.
 

59Ibid., iv. 16. 
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"Tho join the Church are to be saved. 60 Many join 1vho are 

not truly committed to God, and these people \'ViII not be 

saved even though they receive the sacraments and the minis

trations of the earthly C~urch. Ten chapters of the City of 

God are devoted to refuting those who see more salvation in 

Goits plan than Augustine. In one chapter he specifically 

refutes the theory that all orthodox Catholics will be 

saved. 61 

And therefore neither ought such persons as lead 
an abandoned and damnable life to be confident of 
salvation, though they persevere go the end in the 
communion of th~ Church catholic. 2 

Augustine even goes so far as to state that it is likely 

that even some saints will suffer eternal punishment. 6 J 

It is clear that much of Augustine's writing resolves 

itself into a thesis, antithesis proposition. The thesis is 

God, omnipotent, omniscient, and by his very name all-good. 

The antithesis is man 0 Brought low by the sin of pride, 

man is reduced to a self-seeking, helpless hull{ devoid of 

all ability to give purpose to his existence, make his world 

pleasant, or effect his salvation His life is punishment,o 

and his power non-existent. 64 His mind is a slave to his 

60Keyes, Au~ustine'~ PhlloSO~E¥ of K~st~ry. p. 172. 

61August. De Civ. ~o xxi e 25. 62Ibid. 

6 JAugust. 011~_ jJ'!~ ~Ierits al1.~ Ii'orlZi veness of Sins, iie 
32. 

64August. De Civ. D. xxi. 14. 
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evil Hill t and he can act only in acc orclclnce with God.' s p18.n. 

He lacks the ability to live; he only existso 65 St. Augustine 

is not for the weak in faith, for he destroys man in order 

that one light and one ~ope remain standing. Nothing is left 

to those lacking true and complete faith in God; all other 

landmarks are destroyed and the unfaithful are cast adrift in 

a sea of futility and impotency. 

The fa1th man needs to give him direction is not easy 

to obtain because it is difficult if not impossible to 

procure it through reason. The principal conflict in the 

Confessions is beh!een Aue;ustine 1 s reason and faith: 

Augustine understands the plight of men torn between reason 

and the necessity of faith; but he can feel no real sympathy 

because the demands of God must be met. Man must believe 

what he cannot understand by reason alone~ 

Augustinets precepts are destructive as far as the 

"Tri ting and methods of history are concerned because he 

approaches hi story burdened '.d th a complete and §: prl,o:ri 

grand design. Events of history have to fit this design; if 

reason dictates that a specific event OT fact does not concur 

"lith the preconceived plan then reason is at fault and has to 

be modified. 66 Thi.s is not to say that Augustine completely 

Hist0tx, pp. 190
194. 
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negated reason. His writin~s constitute a good example of a 

remarY~bly intelligent and ingenious ITBn trying to refute 

what he thinks to be bad logic and bad faith. Still 

historical development s~ffers under the weight-of unyield

ing faith. The Citl of G~£ 1s poor history because Augustine 

already knows what happened alld is simply trying to find or 

explain specific facts that support or can be made to 

suppo~t his beliefs. To Augustine the history of mB.n is 

beside the point, as is man himself. 



CHAPTER IV 

VOLTAIRE 

Francois-~~rie Arouet de Voltaire constitutes one of 

the best ey,~mples of man's aaility to hold contradictory 

beliefs simul taneouslYe r1lany of the id~,~s Voltaire strongly 

cspou~es are incompatible with other of his strongly held 

positions. By any logic these ide~s are impossible to 

collectively defend; however, IlPsychologically there seems 

to be little difficulty in holding ••• incompatible beliefs. 

All that is needed is to keep these beliefs in separate 

compartments and to use them in turn as y be convenient." 1 

Vol taire keeps his ides.s in separate comp~rtments and when 

he puts one of his thoughts on paper, he often ignores the 

ideas in other compartments until they are needed to suit a. 

different mood. As a result anyone seeking to understand 

Voltaire's ideas must explicate them. This helps account 

for the fact that one historian can call Voltaire a 

determinist,2 while another states that determinism is 

IHenry Ehlers~ Lor~c (Nel,<! York: 
HoI t, Rinehart ~ and vTinston, 

(London: 
Oxford 



are not sufficient to describe the essence of his works 

1d Other 
i 9b6") , p. 2020 

(New York: 
Volta):r_~, p. 98. 

1d SEiri~ of Nations 
T. Smollett, e! al., 

aflce in Nhich Voltaire lived and 

opinions. Analysis and explanation of the separate parts 

The key words in any description of the Enlightenment 

to be achieved by using reason to outline the natural order 

66 

of eighteenth century 

JGeorge Po Gooch, C~ ...u~ .............. 
Studies (Hamden, Connecticut: 

history is more than the sum of its discordant parts. 

4Pete2 Gay, The ~arty ofHuman~ty (Ne\r York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1904), P.~; Gooch, Cather1ne? p. 257. 

5Will Durant, The StOJ 
Simon and Schuster, 19bO)~- p. 

worked are natural law, reason, and progress. Progress was 

made to seem to support the most erroneous of 'Ioverstrained 

conjectures,I/6 11is ~Tork can a.lso be used to support divergent 

because above all Voltaire is an artist, and in spite of the 

appellation and give him the names "historian" and 

lIphilosopher". 5 If, B.S Vol taire indicates, history can be 

disharmonious theories of causation he adheres to, his 

of society. The old conceptions of art, literature, politics, 

religion. history, and society were to be purged from the 

lacking in Voltaire's work;J some historians can indicate 

that Voltaire is a sociologist,4 and others can deny this 
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so they,universally 

conternporax'y scene. This purging was a varied e.nd ambitions 

scheme, never unified as to method or theory. but neverthe

less proceeding tmrard the destruction of what individual 

phllosoDhes thought to be: unreasonable, unnatural and unpro

gressive thoughts and institutions. Definitions of what 

constituted natural law, reason, and pTogress were never 

D1dero~, Condorcet, Montesquieu, and Turgot, to mention a 

few, went their own 'Nays, sometimes in step with their 

brothers, often not, influenced by, icnoring, and in turn 

influencing the others t but gener;'.lly "determined to s~'Ieep 

arTay the accumulated rubbish of the paste u7 

The starting points for the work of the 

l'lere two closely related a.ssumptions: (1 ) Nature and IDfJ.n 

"Tere both subject to natural universal len. (2) The 

supeTnatural hand of Providence did not actively control 

the destiny of n. These ideas did not originate with the 

Enlightenment; they had been presaged by the Renaissance and 

especially by the sci~ntific discoveries of the seventeenth 

and early eighteenth centuries. Isaac Newton and John Locke 

~7eTe instrumental in helping pTepare the ground for the 

EnlightenmentQ Newton provided the world with physical 

exploo1ations of the laws of motion and g~avity. He helped 

7Gooch, Catherin~t p. 259. 
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reduce the world of nature to immutable law, thereby 

diminishin,S: her enigma; his theories were used as a founda-· 

tion for a oroade~ing of the concept of a world machine. and 

in this way the Il occasional divine intervention lJ Newton gave 

credence to was pushoc. farther r."'.ld farther into the back

ground. 8 While Nel.'1ton did not relC::':ate God to the remote 

regions of heaven, ~::nlY mE;,l accepted his work on that OOsis.9 

With this secular. scientific foun~~tion it was but a short 

step from the idea that the ~~terial world follows the rule 

of law to the concept that nr.turS.l lal'l also s.pplies to mc..n 

in his relationship to society. Voltaire takes that step.10 

The En9-:1ishme.n John Locke provided a I'ray to discover 

the natm:al lar.'Y3 that were thought to apply to man and the 

way to folluw them once discovered; the light of reason was 

supposed to provide man with the keys to understanding Which 

would make progress possible. 

II ••• we must consider what State all Men are
 
naturally in, and that is, a State of perfect
 
Freedom to order their actions •• :-wlthin the
 
bounds of the Law of Nature••••11
 

p. 22. 

9Roland N. Stromberg, llectual History of 
!'10c:!,e i..uro~ (Nel'l YCJrk: ~~ler 1966), -po 54. 

lOR. G. Collingl'!ood, The Idea of History (New York: 
Oxford University Press. 1951J: PP:-7t::"85. 

Government til Fro 
ed. Herbert H. Rowen 
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Others expa.nd and modified the theories of Newton 

and Locke. but the basic premises of natural law and the 

power of reason were generally accepted as true. Optimis

tically the men of the Enlightenment thought tnat through the 

use of reason man could follo1>1 the eternal precepts of 

natural laN. and thereby build a better world. 12 The way to 

achieve this better world was never agreed upon by the 

philosophes for if reason was to be the principal guide to 

man and law. then as Locke srJ.d t 'tEvery Nan is Judge for 

himself. ,,13 Reasoninr-~ r,cn often came to contradictory 

conclusions. Partially because of the conflicting ideas of 

reaso~l,:::.ble men construction of a society bull t on natural la~l 

was not an accomplishment of the men of the Enlightenment. 

However. mony did agree that before they could build a new 

society they had to tear dovn parts of the old one. Their 

principal role became one of destruction. and their enemy 

was any idea or institution that see~"d to thwart man and 

his potentialities. The Christi.?n religion in combination 

with the idea of Divine Provid~nce Nas one institution that 

seemed to limit man. therefore It bec~~e a primary target of 

the philosopnes. 

So long as the notion of an all-controlling 
Providence rem.ained \oli thout cr:o.llenge. the idea 
of progress as a human achievement shaped by a 

12Cooch, Catherine. p. 258. 

13Locke. "Two Treatise of Government." p. 63. 
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combination of material factors and spiritual 
energies wa.s impossible, ChrIstianity had sup
plied histo:ry 't')ith meaning by teaching that it 
led up to a goal, but the process was regarded 
as thR ultimate responsibility of God, not of 
man. 1 ~ 

Voltalre is an inte-s;ral part of the Enlightenment; in 

some respects, particularly anti-Catholicism, he is the very 

epitome of the Enlightenment, but like the rest of the 

philosophes" he is also unique, and the conclusions he comes 

to are"" his O\lrn. Some'cimes they tend. to support the general 

movement; sometimes they do not, but they are always advo

cated with a passion and force which few historians have ever 

equaled. On the subject of causation inconsistency is 

Voltaire's most cmlsistent trait. He never reaches a final 

conclusion as to ultimate historical causation, but when he 

mentions causation he usually uses terms that indicate that 

the particular causative force he is referring to is both 

absolute and universal o The result is that Voltaire's works 

ldentify ny different forms of causation SOIDe of which are 

in conflict with each other. 

In his first major historical work the History of 

Charles 2<11, Voltaire concerns himself more with narration 

than exp18na t i on, hm.', ever, ". • • in so far as he does 

attempt to explain causes, Voltaire relies. on the whole, on 

l4Gooch~ £~therlne, p. 255. 
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the 'great men' view of history. 1115 The Age of Louis XI~ is 

supposed to be more in accordance with Voltaire's professed 

theories of writing history,16 but it presents an unsatis

factory explanation of causation. 17 

His [Louis XI~ example shewed [sic] , that an
 
absolute prince, who has good intentions, can
 
compass the greatest things without difficulty.
 
He had only to co~~and; and the successes in the
 
administration were no less rapid than his con

quests had been. 18
 

William III of England also possessed this needed greatness. 

Fortune had apparently very little share in any 
part of this revolution, from the beginning to the 
end. The Characters of William and James did every 
thing. 19 

The "great man" theory in the Age of Louis XIV is limited by 

Voltaire's concept of chance. According to the first idea 

Louis XIV and others of his ilk are in control of the events 

that surround them. According to the second, men are the 

playthings of chance. 20 At Denain, for example, Louis XIV, 

the greatest of Voltaire's heroes, is saved by a chance 

2loccurence. 
-~_.---'------_.---

lSBrumfitt, Voltaire, p. 105.
 

l6See below, pp. (80 and 81 in this draft).
 

l7Brumfitt, Voltaire, p. 106.
 

l8voltaire, Age of Louis XIV in Works, Vol. VII, Po-IO.
 

19Ibid ., p. 111. 20Brumfitt, Voltaire. p. 107.
 

2lVoltaire, Age of Loui~ XIV in Horks, Vol. VII, p.
 
270-273. 
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n, and eternalo 24 He describes 

2JIbid. o p. 112. 

The "great men'l theory and the idea of chance are 
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It is said, that his ~ugene1~ lines were too 
much extended; that his m.a.gazin~s at Narchiennes 
were at too great a distance •••• I have bee 
assured, that a beautiful Italian lady ••• lives 
in Marchiennes; and that it was on her account that 
this was made a place for magazines. • • • To this 
action, in fact, France mved her safety more. than 
to the peace she made with England ••• this will 
better serve to prove, by what secret and weak 
springs the greatest affairs of this world are 
often directed- 22 

historical causation. Of these other ideas of causation p 

B: What is natural law? A: The instinct Hhich 
makes us feel justice. B: What do you call just 
and unjust? A: What appears so to the entire 
universe•••• It does not consist either in doing 
harm to others or in rejoicing thereat. 25 

Voltaire most frequently advances the theory that natural 

natural law contains his diverse ideas about God t morality, 

lfH'l 1s universal, innate in 

natural law as all-good. 

and human nature. Voltaire is not consistent in his 

further limited by Voltairefs delineation of other forms of 

It seems that "great men l1 sometimes control their affairs, 

while at other times they cannot exercise complete control. 2J 

description of natural law. He often indicates that natural 

law is the force behind man's actions. Voltaire's theory of 

22Ibid ., p. 271. 

24
Voltaire, The :: U~'=-';'U'-'t"'r,L 

Philosophical Library, 

25Voltaire, Phi__ .-_ ~u _ 

Portable Vol taire (Ne~r

167:""
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If the ~ternal Being, who has foreseen all 
things. arranged all things, who governs all 
things by immutable lav;s. acts contrary to his 
own design by subverting those laws, this can 
be only supposed to take place for the benefit of 
al~ nature. But it appears contradictory to sup
pose a single case. wherein the creator and 
master of all things. could change the order of 
the world for the benefit of the world; for he 
either foresaw the supposed necessity there 
would be before the change, or else he did not 
see it. If he did foresee, the necessary regu
lations were made in the beginnin~A if he did 
not foresee. he 1s no longer God. ( 

His favors consist in His laws themselves; he 
has foreseen all and arranged all, with a view to 
them. All inva!'iably obey t116 force which He had 
impressed forever on nature. 2 

73 

27Voltaire, PhilosoUhy 2f History. pp. 146-147. 

28 Ibid •• p. 21-1-5. 

29Vol taire. Phil,-, ... vt'a.~v""..L 
p. 176. 

However at other times he contradicts these definitions. 

Frenc~ ~~i~osoDhers from Descartes to Sartre. ed. Leonard M. 
Marsak 

s1sting "either in doing harm to others or in rejoicing 

thereat. '129 at other times he refutes that goodness.3 0 

Natural law is immutable; not even God can change it. 

Thus when Voltaire wants to he i111equivocally defines natural 

Iml as just, immutable, and ltengraven in every heart. 1l28 

Natural law comes from o~~ipotent God. 

Sometimes he defines natural law as all-good and not con
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As nature has placed in t e heart of man, 
interest, pride, and a11 thE: assions, it is no 
wonder, that, during a period of about six cen
turies, we meet ~ith almost a continual succession 
of crimes and disasters- 31 

Not only justice, but al$o injustice is a part of natural 

law. Sometimes Voltaire describes God as omnipotent, but 

because He had to create injustice He is also called not 

omnipotent.3 2 

..- If the g:rea t Being had been inf ini tely powerful, 
there is no reason 1'1"hy He si10uld not have made 
sentient animals infinitely happy. He has not done 
so; therefore He vms ur..able to do so. 

All the philosophical sects have stranded on the 
reef of mOTal and physical ill. We can only con
clude and avow that God, having acted for the best, 
has not been able to act better. 

This necessity settles all the difficulties and 
finishes all the disputes. We are not impudent 
enough to say: 'IAll is good. 1I We say: "All is as 
little bad as possible"lIj3 

Despite the contradictory definitions that Voltaire sanctions 

as to the structure of natural law, the idea itself is 

deterministic because Voltaire sees natural law as immutable, 

and as such it limits man to a pattern of action inherent in 

it. 

Nature being every where the same, men must
 
necessarily have adopted the ~ame truths, and
 
fallen into the same errors. 3
 

31Ibi_dc 

32Voltaire, Philosophical Dictionary, Viking edition, 
p. 176. 

33Ibid., p. 177.
 

34Voltaire, Philosoph~ at Histor~, p. 21.
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According to this idc~, n2tural law is deterministic •. 

However this determinieoo must be limited because if it were 

unlimited, there could be no such thing as differences 

between civilizations or:men. Voltaire believ~s that natural 

law determines hv nature, is immutable, and is always in 

operation.35 Voltaire deals with the problem of historical 

...,u ...... ~ XIv.36differences and similarities 

After .discussing a few of the differences between East and 

~les t, he summar i zes: 

In short, we differ in every respect. in 
religion, policy, government, manners, food, 
cloa thing [sic) 8.nd thinking ~ That in which 1'7e 
the most resemble them is, that propensity to 
war, slaughter, and. destruction, which has 
always depopulated the face of the earth.37 

Voltaire says custom 1s the reason for these differences, 

end natuxal law is the Teas·on for the similaritieso 

From all that we have observed in this sketch 
of universal history, it follows, that whatever 
concerns hu~~ nature, is the same from one end 
of the universe to the other. and that what is 
dep61''ldent on custom differs, or if there is any 
resem.blance, it is the effect of Chal1.ce. The 
dominion of custom is much more extensive than 
that of nature, and influences all mroulers and 
all usages. Nature esta.blishes unity, and gvery 
where settles a few invariable princiPles. 3 

35Ibid. , p. 24·5. 36Brumfitt, Yglta~r~~, p. 125. 

J7Voltaire, 
149. 

A~e 9f Louis XI~, in Hork~, Vol. IX, P. 

J8Ibiq., p. 152. 
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In this vitJ.y Voltaire limits the control of natural law 

over man's actions. Custom joins with chance. natural law. 

s.nd II g reat men ll to form the causa.tive elements of historyc 

Just as he has difficulty defining natural lal>J' •.so too does 

he have trouble describing the conposition of custom. At 

times Vol t8.ire designates climate and environment as 

possible sources for the differences between customs in 

different areas. 39 Elsewhere he denies that climate or 

environment ever have the power to effect any of the insti

40tutions and history of n. His inability to find a 

reason for differences of customs leads him to so thoroughly 

contradict himself that occasionally he even attributes 

differences of custom to natural lali, which is a concept 

exactly opposed to his usual view~41 Not only is Voltaire 

unable to find a reason for custom, but he also fails to 

draw a firm line between the sphere of custom and the sphere 

of natural law. For example, he usually holds that there is 

a universal moralitYe 42 But when a different kind of 

morality is advocated by others 9 he cannot bring himself to 

accept it as natural IaN. Instead he terms it "abominable 

39Voltaire. ££irit £f Natian~ in Works, Vol. XXX. p.
15. 

40Ibid •• Vol. XXXI, pp. 95-96. 

41Voltaire, Ag~ of ~ouis XIV in Works. Vol. IX, po 51. 

42Ibid •• p. 40. 
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custom. 114J One can never be sure Nhere deterministic 

natural la'!'f is in operation and where non-deterministic 

custom operates .. 

In addition to the theories of causation -previously 

mentioned , Voltaire 8.1so advocates a pessimi stic determinism 

of fate. According to him fate is different from chance 

because of the way in which nmn can react to chance. It was 

chance .that led to Eugene's defeat at Denain, but Louis XIV 

had to take advantage of the chance fact that Eugene's 

magazines ~Tere too far from the front. The fact that Eugene 

had placed them there did not automatically insure Louis' 

success. However fate or fortune differs from chance 

because it le2,ves no room. for independent human action. VJh8i.'1 

advocating deterministic fate, Voltaire denies that man has 

free wil144 and says that the \'wrld exists llunder the 

empire of fortune, which is nothing but necessity, insur

mountable fatality~ She makes us blindly play her terrible 

game, and we never see beneath the cal'ds." 4 5 

It is readily seen that Voltaire's theories of 

causation are the r'anti thesis of a unified theory.146 

43Volt8.i:ce t .. _~ ••~. Vol. XXX, p. 
14. 

44Voltaire, Philoso _ow ~~~-"--s1 p Viking edition, 
p. 124. 

45Ibj_do, 228. 46Brumfitt, Voltaire, po 124. 
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I\lultiple oausation does not necessarily make for contradic

tion, but in VoltaireSs ~'Jritings it does. Three things make 

Voltaire's ideas contradictory. In the first place, he is 

unable to define exactly ~hat his causative elements are. 

His definitions of suoh things as natural law and custom 

contradict one another. He says that natural law is all 

good,47 and he states that it is not all-good. 48 He says 

that n~tural law controls everything on earth,49 and he 

states that it is not able to do so.5 0 He says that natural 

law governs all morality,51 and he states that cus,tom 

determines morality.5 2 His terms are too fluid; like fog 

they envelope everything yet describe nothing. 

Another reason ~'lhy Voltaire's ideas are contradictory 

is that some of his theories of causation are deterministic, 

while others are not~ Voltaire's conception of fortune 

leaves no room for freedom of action on man's part. According 

to this theory everything proceeds according to predetermined 

47Voltaire, Philos_c~ _ "onar~t Viking edition, 
p.	 166-167. 

48voltaire, A~e of Louis XIV in Works, Vol. IX, p. 152. 

49voltaire t Philosophical Dictlorla.:ry, HaTsak edition, 
p. 1600	 - .. 

50Voltaire, A of Lo.QJ..£ XIV j,n Harks, Vol. VII, Po 
112. 

51 4Ibid., Vol. IX, P. 0 0 

52Voltaire, Spirit. of ..~ u __ns in Horles, Vol. XXX, p. 14. 
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fatality.53 His theory of natural law is also deterministic. 

On the other hand, Voltaire does not indicate that customs 

are imposed upon man by an outside force. He says that 

customs are made by men ~xercising free vIill. 54 · At times he 

does indicate that man may not have complete control over 

his customs because cli~ate forces him to adopt certain 

customs,55 but elsewhere he scoffs at the idea that geography 

ever has the power to determine any of civilizations 

customs.56 The idea of "great men" is not deterministic. 57 

Louis XIV was responsible for his actions and success; he 

may have been helped by chance, but he had to be "greo.t ll 

enough to take advantage of his good luck or overco~e bad 

luck. Thus Voltaire does not consistently advocate absolute 

determinism. He does deny free will and freedom of action;58 

he does advocate unavoidable fatality and immutable natural 

law. 59 But he also believes in free will and freedom of 

action. 60 It is possible to defend at the same time some 

53Voltaire, Phjlosoph1cal Diction~ry, Viking edition, 
p.	 228. 

54Voltaire, Philoso 

55Voltaire, Spirit of Nations in Wor~s, Vol. XXX, ~ 15. 

56Ibid., Vol. XXXI, PP. 95-96. 

57Voltaire, ARe of LoUis XIV in Works, Vol. VII, p. lQ 

58voltaire, Philosophical Dictionary, Viking edition, 
p.	 127. 

59see above pp.75-77. 60Brumfitt, Voltalr~, p~ 121. 
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free will and some determinism, but it is not possible to 

defend without contradiction complete determinism and some 

freedom of will and action. The contradictions that arise 

among Voltaire's various :theories of causation cannot be 

explained away on the grounds that he changes his views over 

a period of years. Voltaire holds his divergent ideas 

concurrently.6l 

~A third reason why Voltaire's theories of causation 

lack unity is that his purpose in writing history is often 

in conflict with his deterministic theories. Voltaire writes 

history to instruct his readers in the lessons of the past in 

order that they may use this knowledge for the betterment of 

mankind. 62 He dislikes the history of earlier historians 

for many reasons, and he is determined to avoid their mis

takes. Voltaire thinks that the trouble with historians and 

their histories is that they are too credulous,63 too con-

concerned with the unimportant subjects at the expense of 

the important ones,64 and too concerned with telling a good 

story to give the reader the most important value history 

has to offer, moral instruction. 6 5 He rele~ates the rr~jority 

of written history to the status of mere fable and goes even 

61 Ibid ., pp. 127. 166. 62Ibid ., P. 137. 

6JVoltaire, 1·0bservations on History," in Horks, Vol 
X, p. 1. 

64:.Il:l1!l., p • 4 • 65Brumfitt, ~ol~~~!~, p. 97. 
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further in liNe,'; Reflections on History" ,,,hen he states that 

even after reading the better histories, 

I do not find myself one jot wiser than when I 
began; because from them I learn nothing but events • 
• • • This serves very well to gratify my guriosity ,

6but contributes little to my instruction. 

The credulity of historians is largely shovm by the fact that 

they often do not believe as Voltaire does about human nature, 

nature_l law, and morality; "Let us refuse our belief to every 

historian, ancient and modern, who relates things contrary to 

nature." 6 7 In the final analysis nature is to Voltaire 

what he thinks it to be at the time, and things contrary to 

nature are what he hopes are unnatural. This is perhaps not 

too strange in the affairs of men, but in Voltaire this 

attitude has a very limiting effect above and beyond the 

positive effect of giving his thoughts structure. He 

carries it to the extreme whereby he believes himself justi

fied in conde@1ing absolutely those who see the potentialities 

of humanity differently than he does. Those he disagrees 

with are labeled fools, liars, or both. 68 He advises 

scepticism as a good rule of thumb to apply to history, at 

least to the history others wrote. 

66 Vol taire, "NevT Reflec tions on History, II in Horks, 
Vol. X, PP. 10-11. 

67Voltaire, lIThe Skepticism of History," in Harks, 
Vol. X, pp. 54-55. 

68Brumfitt, Vol~ e, p. 101. 
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Since history is made by people', and people have 

almost unlimited potential for all kinds of actions, the 

lessons historians may purport to teach are myriad and 

contradictory. If Voltaire's work is to be understood, some 

knowledge of the lessons he chooses to illustrate is necessary. 

To Voltaire history is chiefly composed of crimes against 

humanity, and therefore most valuable not because of its 

positive aspects, but rather because he uses it to teach 

what should not be done. 

The great mistakes of the past are useful in all 
areas. We cannot describe too often the crimes and 
misfortunes caused by absurd quarrels. It is cer
tain that by refreshing our memory of thesg 
quarrels, we prevent a repetition of them. 9 

In his Essay on the Manners Nations, Voltaire 

again and again emphasizes the irrational mistakes of history. 

It must therefore once again be acknowledged 
that history in general is a collection of crimes. 
follies, and misfortunes, among which we have no~r 

and then meet with a few virtues, and some happy 
times; as we sometimes see a few scattered huts in 
a barren desert.70 

The achievements of the vast folly and eve~lasting bloodbath 

that constitute the greater part of history are IInothing 

great or considerable•••• All history then in short, is 

little less than a long succession of useless cru.eltles. I,71 

69Voltaire, "History," The Encyclopedia. trans. by 
Stephen J. Gendzier (New York: Harper & Row, 1967), p. 134. 

70Voltaire, Spirit £[ Nations in W~rks, Vol. IX, p. 145. 

7 I Ibid .• p. 144. 
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Just as St. Au~ustine renders man helpless and evil 

in order to illustrate the glory of God, so too does Voltaire 

portray most of history as black in order to provide the 

grea test contrast ...Ii th the periods of light and 'reason he 

sees in history. He says, in effect, man's existence is bad 

when he functions irr&tionally, but let him use his reason 

and the world can be ~ade better. 72 

.God has implanted ~n us a principle of reason 
that is universal, as he has given feathers to birds 
and skins to be&rs; and this principle is so immut
able, that it subsists in despite of all the 
passions which oppose it, in despite of those 
tyrants \'Iho lV"ould dr01<ffi it in blood, in despite of 
those impostors who would amlihilate it by super
sti tion. '(3 

Voltaire's greatest hope is for men to be reasonable. 74 He 

terms reason eternal, impossible to eradicate, and when it 

is stronger than superstition and dogma, the potential for 

human happiness is at its greatest. 75 He has gTe.at admiration 

for the Greeks; he describes their civilization as one of the 

best that ever eXisted o 76 The En~li8h also receive Voltaire's 

blessing because he thinks that they have used reason to free 

pp. 
Eng 

73Voltaire, ~hl10sophY of 32. 

74GaYt The Party' of Hu~anlty. p. 23. 

75Vol taire, Phil ~-~E~"!r of p. 116. 

76 Ibid • 
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themselves from the cruelties of history.7? In the Age of 

Louis XIY Voltaire iclentifies four examples of those happy 

age s \<!hich "by serving as the era of the greatne ss of the 

human mind, aTe examples for posterity.II78 The Greece of 

Pericles and Alexander, the Roman Empire, and the Italian 

Renaissance are the first three of these good eras. 79 The 

fourth is the age of Louis XIV vJhich perhaps "approaches 

the nearest to perfection of all the four because, although 

it was not better in all respects, human reason in general 

was more superior,lI and IIIn this age we first became 

acquainted with sound philosophy.,,80 

So Voltaire's purpose is to make his history useful 

by illustratin~: that progress and happiness can only be 

attained by the triumph of reason over superstition and 

ignorance. 81 He will not be guilty of HTiting fables or 

superficial history; he will show how, why, and where man

82kind has gone wrong. Should his history anger anyone, he 

is sorry but it has to be. 

77Vol taire, 'I Letter to Nicolas Claude Thieriot f" 
Se18.£..t Letters of Volta1re, trans. and ed. by Theodore 
Bester n (London: ThOmas Nelson, 1963), Pp. 25-26. 

78voltaiTe, S£§ Q[ LOllis XIV in WO!t~, Vol. VI, p. 159. 

79Ibid ., pp. 159-164. 80Ibt<1., p. 164. 

81CoOCh, Catheri~, p. 272. 

82Voltaire, liThe Skepticism of History," in Works, 
Vol. X, PP. 56, 60. 
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The business of an historian is to record, not 
to flatter; and the only way to oblige mankind to 
speak well of ~s, is to contribute all that lies 
in our power to their happiness and welfare. 8 ) 

But, for Voltaire, the recording of history results in 

ambiguity. 

Voltaire's histories are sometimes ambigious because 

history is m~ch more complicated than he assumes it to be. 

The rrlessons's of history are not alHEtys consistent with his 

hopes, -beliefs, and purposes. He believes in morality and 

reason; he likes to assume that T~ason and morality are a 

part of natural law~ but history does not entirely support 

this Vie'l'l or even the existence of universal socis.l law. 

Since history does not furnish him ''''i th a SOU-Yld basis for 

his beliefs, he is forced to try to reconcile lithe facts of 

human expelience with truths already, in some fashion, 

revealed. II84- This conflict is manifest throughout his 

history. His hopes and the diversity of history subvert 

his attcnpts at building a cohesive theory of causation, and 

the facts and diversity of history make him doubt his hopes 

and beliefs. In the end his belief in reason is stronger 

than history. 

' 8)Voltaire, HistoIZ of Cr~rl~s XII in ~lorks, Vol. X, 
p. 6~. 

84Car1 L. Becker, ~ Heavenll City Qf the 
Century Phj.losophe:rs (lJe,~' H9.v8n: Yale University 
1964), "Po 102. 

h 
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Despite his discordant~ deterministic theories of 

causation, despite his frequent expressions of pessimism, 

and despite the many depictions of crime in his history, 'the 

spirit of his work does not convey despair, but .rather " a 
. 

sense of progress and achievement. 1l85 The mere existence 

of his works and the fact that he can conde~1 the mistakes 

and atrocities of the past imply that something better may be 

within the gTaSp of mank'ind. 86 He illustrates this point in 

his essay on conscience in the 

We have no other conscience that what is created 
in us by the spirit of the age, by example, and by 
our dispositions and reflections•••• 

A yOlmg savage l'lho, vlhen hungr;y 7 has recelved 
from his father a piece of another savage to eat, 
will, on the morrows ask for the like meal, with
out thinking about any obligation not to treat a 
neighbor other>'iise than he ~'IOuld be treated him
self. He acts~ mechanically and irresistibly, 
directly contrary to the eternal principle. 

Nature has ill8.de a provision agalnst such horrors. 
She has given to man a disposition to pity, and 
the pOl:Ter of cor4preh€Jndlng truth. These two gifts 
of God constitute the foundation of civil society. 
This is the reason there have ever been but fe\v 
cannibals; and which renders life, among civilized 
nations, a little tolerable. Fathers and mothers 
bestow on their children an education which soon 
renders them social~ and this education confers on 
them a conscience. 8 ( 

Reason in this definition is a part of natural law, but it 

can be subverted unless people make an effort to develop 

85Brumfitt, ~oltairel p. 127. 86 Ibid • 

87Voltaire, Ppi~~~~~_~~~ ~~ ....... ~!.~.~ ,1' l1arsak edi tion, 
PP. 152-15J~ . 
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through education. This is certainly not a complete or 

coherent argument for reason or natural law because on the 

one hand it is implied that reason is a natural law common 

to all, and on the other that this natural law cannot be 

fulfilled without the prior existence of reason. This is as 

close as Voltaire comes to reconciling natural law and .his 

belief in reason; it is typical of his superficiality,88 and 

it clearly shows the conflict of his positions. He, unlike 

Condorcet. is never dogmatic enough to reason away the facts 

of the past in accordance with his faith in morality and 

reason. 89 Thus his faith in reason and his knowledge of 

empirical history remain in conflict. 

Although this conflict helps prevent Voltaire from 

developing a systematic conception of the operation of 

history, it does not destroy his unity of purpose. His pur

pose makes history the responsibility of man. Illogically 

and haphazardly Voltaire above all else implies the reality 

of progress if men will try to be reasonable. He is beset 

by enough doubts that it is impossible for him to dogmatically 

insist on the truth of his faith, but his uncertainty never 

forces him to abandon his faith in reason. He gives the 

best description of his dile~ma when he writes, 

88Brumfitt, Voltaire. p. 127.
 

89Cooch, Catherine, p. 272.
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All certainty ~rhich does not consist in mB.the
matical demonstration is nothing more than the 
highest probahility; there is no other historical 
certainty.90 

Let each of us boldly and honestly say: How 
little it is that I r;eally know.91 

9 0Vo1 taire t PhilosOe~"'''''''''' Dictionary, Viking edition, 
p. 22J. 

9l Ibid., pe 225. 



CHAPTER V 

A CONPARISON 

Over two thousand years elapsed behreen the 

Peloponnesian lfTar and the Age of the Enlightenment. During 

this time the society of western man underwent many changes. 

The wOl~ks of Thucydides, Angus tine, and Voltaire are concerned 

wi th different events and problem..:; ~ and the conclusions they 

draw are not the same. Nevertheless, in one respect the 

works of the three are almost identical; they share a common 

purpose. Each of the hlstorians in question endeavors to 

capture the "lessons ll of histoy'y. They do not think in 

terms of history for its ovn1 sake; to them nothing could 

seem more futile or useless. They are concerned men, 

determined to help their fellow human beings achieve a 

meaningful existence. It is their self-imposed task to use 

history to this end; to do so they try to wrest "lessons" 

from history. 

Each man brings his own ideas to the historical arena. 

For Augustine revelation is the best way by which God's plan 

and purpose for man can be known, but revelation is denied 

most men. While some men can be privy to this revelation by 

stUdying the Bible and adhering to the dogmas of the Church, 

the W8.y to reach the minds of men um-lilling to accept these 
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paths is to illustrate the truth of revelation as it 

unfoldes in the histo:,y of mankind~l In the cases of 

Thucydides and Voltaire~ history is the primary mediull 

through which they validate their ideas and malce them known 

to their fellow men. Voltaire also expresses his ideas in 

plays and stories, but he believes fiction lacks the 

authority to form the solid foundation that he wants as a 

basis for the lllessons rr he has in mind. Voltaire believes 

that historical facts can conclusively prove the points he 

wants to make. 2 

The truth Thucydides, Augustine, and Voltaire desire 

to find in history does exist. There is absolute historical 

truth. Any event that OCCllrs must be the result of a certain 

finite set of causes. The Crusades, for example, might have 

been inspired by Teligicus fervor, desire for profit, desire 

for less bloodshed in Eu.rope, or a nuuber of other factors, 

but no W3tter what the causative factors were they, and only 

they, equaled the Crusades. In fact, a great number of 

factors may produce conflict that leads to war, but only 

one finite set caused the particular conflict called the 

Crusades. It is part of the historiants job to try to bring 

lAugust. De Civ. D. 1, preface. 

M. de Voltaire, trans. T. Smollett, et al., Vor:-I (London: 
2Voltaire, "Skepticism of History," in The Horks of 

1762":70 ) ,-PP. ~. 7- 8 • 
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these causes to light. However, the historian attempts an 

almost impossible task in trying to write the truth about 

the past. The events with which he is concerned are gone 

forever; they cannot be ~econstructed. When ths event 

passes some of its component parts go with it, consumed by 

the passage of time. The historian must work with the 

residue history leaves behind. It is often the case that an 

event leaves very little evidence behind, and the historian 

must stretch that evidence into a comprehensive whole. In 

other instances, too much evidence clutters the area of 

investigation; in these cases the historian must ignore 

evidence he does not consider pertinent to his purpose. In 

either case, whether he works with too little evidence or is 

forced to abandon some, his evidence is less than total even 

before he begins. 

The historia'n has at his disposal certain largely 

objective aids which may help him determine what happened. 

Chronology, geography, internal and external criticism, and 

other auxiliary sciences y help him to isolate facts and 

eliminate untruths. But facts have no meaning in and of 

themselves; they must be given meaning by man,3 and in giving 

his facts meaning the historian n~y move another step away 

from truth. H existence demands that m.an have a point of 

3Abraham Kaplan, The ~~..~uc t of Inau (San Francisco: 
Chandler Publ ishin[:-, 1964) , 85-87:" 
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view, an idea of causal relationships. If these ideas Were 

not formulated, there would be no meaning, only chaos. 4 In 

the area of natural phenomena these relationships are highly 

predictable. Lightning is generally followed by thunder. 

Too much rain in a given area usually causes flooding. The 

historian must identify these kinds of relationships, but 

not with reference to natural phenomena. He must deal with 

people. He is concerned with man's relationship to himself, 

man's relationship to man, and man's relationship to 

historical events. These relationships are not as well 

defined or predictable as those among natural phenomena. 

Every individual is unique and capable of being 

unpredictable. No two individuals always react in the sa~e 

way to identical situations, and a person may react differ

ently at various times to identical stimuli. The historian 

must depict the relationships, motives, and actions of 

people on the basis of less tha.n complete evidence. He 

cannot resurrect dead historical personages in order to 

subject them to detailed psychoanalysis; he can only work 

with the living and the recorded parts of his history. At 

this time his point of view becomes the determining factor 

in the conclusions of his history. He must see historical 

relationships in light of what he considers most likely to 

4. (New York: HarperW. H. '<!alsh p Lhi;!" .... ~ ... .,... ..,' of 
& Row, 1960), p. 83. 
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be possible, and every historian possesses a unique point of 

vie\'l. Disagreement among historians wri ting on the same 

subject is common. Undoubtedly in any given case the facts 

that historians have available to them may differ, but the 

major reason why historian's disagree is that their points 

of view, their way of looking at causal relationships, are 

different. 5 

The causes for an historical event remain the same, 

but the difficulties inherent in writing history make it 

unlikely that in any given instance historical truth will be 

recorded. 6 But suppose that a hypothetical historian 

examining a given event were fortunate enough to have all 

the information pertinent to the course and cause of that 

event. Suppose further that he possessed precisely the 

right point of view necessary to describe the event in 

terms of cause and effect exactly as it happened. In short f 

he accomplished the great rarity, the recording of historical 

truth. Is that history useful in the sense that it would 

teach "1essonsp" the kind of lessons Thucydides, Augustine, 

and Voltaire have in mind? NOt because it would be unique. 

It would describe a historical event, an event shaped by men 

and circumstances that appeared once and then disappeared 

5Halsh, PhJ..I.v~u1Jny of History, p. 93. 

6 Ibid ., pp. 116-118. 
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forever. Even if the same circumstances confronted people 

at a later date, the individuals involved would not be the 

same, thus, their responses to that situation might be 

different. Even the same individuals confronting an identical 

situation might act differently than they once did. Recording 

historical truth is most often unattainable, but it is a 

valid goal. On the other hand, trying to teach universal 

lessons based on history is the height. of folly. In order 

to make history useful in the vlay Thucydides, Augustine, and 

Voltaire have in mind, the historian must predict the 

actions of unique men in response to as yet unknown situ

ations on the basis of the supposed actions of other unique 

men in response to largely unknotrn situations. This kind of 

procedure is not conducive to the production of valid 

lessons. 

The problems inherent in the writing of history are 

such that recorded history is at best an unsure proposition, 

While one point of view may suffice for a historical mono

graph, the scope of universal history is too large to be 

encompassed by any single point of view. The historian 

faces a difficult task in trying to write what happened and 

an even more difficult one in detcrmlnlng why it happened.. 

Even if he produces truth, he cannot conclusively prove its 

validity.? The best attitude toward the validity of 

?Ibid., p. 93. 
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recorded histoTy is summed up Hith the word, "perhaps.1I The 

conclusions a historian adheres to ought to be seen as 

"fallible propositions, tentatively held, and subject to 

chanp':e. ,,8 This is espec ially true of universal _history. 

To Thu~ydides. Augustine, and Voltaire tentative 

propositions are not enough. Each of them sets out to prove 

the lessons of history, and their individual points of view 

are too important to them to allow them to hold their ideas 

as tentative. To varying degrees they already know what 

they l'1ill find in history, thus the ideas and conclusions 

they make manifest are not so much culled from history as 

brought to history and impored upon it. They want to write 

univers~l truths~ so they establish a pattern of history and 

to different extents force their histories to conform to the 

pattern. 

In order to accomplish this delineation of historical 

pattern the three historians reduce the freedom of action of 

their historical characters. No one in their histories is 

allowed to act on a basis other th~n that which conforms to 

Thucydides', Augustine's, or Voltaire's concept of the 

potentialities of human behavior. Thus, Thucydides recog

nizes only human nature and reason as a basis for man's 
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actions; Augustine gives credence only to actions which 

conform to God's plan; and Voltaire wants to recognize only 

those ac tions that tal(e place in accordance with his concept 

of natural law. They try- to make history suit ~heir inten

tions. This is why. for example. Voltaire could not accept 

the Crusades as partially a manifestation of real religious 

fervor. To him true religious thought would not permit the 

i'mging _of a Holy 1·Jar. So he dismisses religious belief as a 

possible cause of the Crusades, and turns to other motives, 

such as a desire for personal profit, which are from his 

point of vievr capable of bringing on war. 9 

All historians must be selective. They are engaged 

in a problem of probabilities. and they must have some idea 

of what are the most likely motives and causes of human 

activities. But to write as accurately as he can. the 

historian must see his point of view as a means of under

standing, not as an unyielding truth. His point of view 

must be rigid enough to give order to his evidence yet 

flexible enough to be modified in light of that evidence. 

If his a priori beliefs are too rigid, it is likely that the 

conclusions he reaches are not the result of investigation 

but rather of preconceived ideas. 

93. H. Brumfitt, Voltaire: ......-;~u~.~an (London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1907), p. 
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To varying degrees Thucydides, Augustine, and Voltaire 

distort their histories in their search for universals. For 

the most part they ignore the tenuous reciprocal arrange

ment whereby evidence influences point of view and point of 

view in turn influences evidence. Their desire to use 

history as authoritative proof led them to share similar 

problems. One problem that they share is what to do about 

the diversity of hUID&n nature. They solve this problem by 

instituting deterministic forces that have the potential to 

limit huma~ actions. All three of the men in question place 

this same kind of restriction on men. They all consider 

human nature as an unchanging constant and as capable of 

controlling ~~n. This restriction makes their conclusions 

appear to be valid at all times and all places because if 

hwnan nature is constant~ then different men will react in 

the saIne 'way to any giV '911 situation. A second problem they 

face was what to do about the actions that do not seem to 

fall under the sway of their universal deterministic 

causa tive force 0 They ans ....rer this problem "lith different 

methods and with varying degrees of success. 

Thucydides recognizes three causative elements in 

his history. The first element is human nature. Like the 

other two, Thucydides limits human actions by advocating the 

idea of ul'lch8.:nging human nature; hU.iD.:3.ll nature exists as a 

deterministic force capable of controlling man. For 
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Thucydides the most important parts of human nature are 

ambition and avariceD 10 However, to Thucydides human nature 

represents only a limited determinism because it can be 

thwarted by reason and Fortune. ll Forelmowled~e and reason 

represent Thucydides r anS"\'ler to the problem of the exceptions 

to the rule of human nature. The decrees of human nature do 

not explain the actions of men like Pericles, but forelmmd

edge and reason do. Pericles knew about human nature and 

ho~ n~n acts; thUS, he was armed with foreknowledge; he used 

thts forelmO\'J1e(l,~'e in combination Hith reason to assume 

control of his o~m nature. 12 Having control over himself 

Pericles was free to attempt to influence the actions of 

others, When he was successful Athens prospered.1J 

Thucydides f system contains only one other element. 

That element is chance. The concept of chance supplies 

Thucydides "Ti th an explanation for events that can not be 

attributed to either hlill~n nature or hU~1 reason. Events 

like the plague, the victory at Pylos. and others are 

explained qualitatively if not quantitatively by chance. 

With human nature, reason and foresight, and chance 

Thucydides r pattern of history is complete. In summary, most 

events are determined by unchanging human nature; events 

lOThuc •• J, 82. llIbid•• 4. 108. 

l2Ibid •• 2D 65. lJTbiu.. 
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that QO not fit into Thucydides' concept of the drives of 

human nature are explained by man's exercise of reason. 

Events that do not stem from accountable human actions are 

attributed to unpredictahle chance. Reason is capable of 

guiding human natlJre and of reacting positively to the whims 

of chance. 14 Thus Thucydides' universe is ordered and 

capable of being largely understood. The main wea1mess of 

Thucydides l theory is the rigidness of hwuan nature. His 

historical figures aTe too stereotyped, and when an indi

vidual acts out of character, Thucydides does not abandon or 

modify his narrow VieTtT of human nature , rather he glosses 

over or ignores the discrepancy.15 

Saint Augustine, like Thucydides, assumes that hUffi9~ 

nature is constilllt. However, while Thucydldes defends 

reason, Aug~stine is defending God. In Thucydides human 

nature is powerful enough to cause actions to come into 

being. In Augustine, h nature is powerful enough to 

corrupt man r S 1'7 ill , but not powerful enough to cause actions 

in and of itself. In his desire to justify and explain his 

concept of God, Augustine describes a much more deterministic 

world than either Thucydides or Voltaire. 

Augustine defines God in three ways: He is all-good, 
~---_._~-~~-_. 

14Ibid., 4. 17. 

15Franc is 1'1. Cornford, ThueydidGs
 
(London: Routledge & Kecsn Paul, 1907).
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all-kno'lt;ing, and all~po\'lerful.l6 Since this is the case p 

history has ahrays been perfect and exactly what God has 

wanted it to be. 17 Augustine admits only one exception to 

this all embracing systeD:\, an exception that is·necessary to 

explain evil. This exception occurred in Paradise. In 

Paradise Adam had both freedom of will and freedom of action; 

he used these freedoms to disobey God. After this original 

sin man lost forever his freedom of action, but not all of 

his freedom of will. still retained the ability to will, 

but u..nlike Adam he C8.nnot will 8i ther good or evil, but only 

evil. 18 After Adam, Hhatever action man wills to do is evil. 

Since God does not will man to sin, man is responsible for 

his sins. In a lower sense, when n acts his actions are 

evil and they damn him becQuse he does not act against his 

evil will. 19 However~ in a higher sense man's actions are 

good because God allows ~~~1 to do them r and the action is 

therefore a part of God's plan which is perfect. Freedom of 

action and freedom of will are entirely separate. An action 

conceived in the human will is evilc When that action is 

carried out man is responsible for its eVilness, but when 

16AugUst. Encrliridion, 4. 12; 26. 102; De Ci~. D. 5.9. 

17AUgust. Enchi£idion, 27. 103. 18lbid., 9. 30. 

19August. "A Treatise on the Spirit and the Letter," 
53.
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that action is seen in the context of God's plan for the 

universe it is automatically 80od., God brings forth good out 

of evil; His purpose is fUlfilled, but the sin of man is not 

nullified.,20 

Augustine and Thucydides begin from approximately the 

same position. Man's will or nature is unchanging. It is 

responsible for all of the evil in the world according to 

Augustine and many of the misfortunes of the world in 

Thucydides view. In both Thucydides' and Augustine's work 

human nature is deterministic., The great difference between 

their ideas is the extent to which hUIDHD nature is responsible 

for man's actions. In Augustine's view, hur~~n nature cannot 

alter the course of history, but as far as man's will is 

concerned human nature is 

intervention of God, man 

any way hiE' evil will or 

~lli.n is a complete pawD. 

control him. His will is 

totally deterministic. \Hthout the 

is P07,'i0,:rless to alter or inhibit in 

take any action not allowed by God. 

Two kinds of deterministic force 

entirely controlled by human nature, 

and his actions are totally governed by God. Augustine's 

determinism is all encompassing and unconditional. On the 

other hand, Thucydides' determinism is both situational and 

conditional. For him, human nature is not all bad. Pr1de is 

not intrinsically bad; in some cases a certain amount of 

20August. Enchiridion, 8. 27. 
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pride is a positive good. 2l HOHever in other instances 

pride may result in irresponsible and disruptive action. 22 

The same might be said about many of the other elements 

Thucydides recognizes in puman nature. The merit of human 

na.ture \<TaS thus situational. Hu.man nature itself is condi

tional because its manifestations can, at times, be over

ruled by reason. Augustine sees the human will as responsible 

for all the evil in the world, but Thucydides leaves a place 

for chance, and even allows that chance might be good or 

bad. 23 Augustine leaves nothing to chance, just as he leaves 

nothing positive to man. 24 

Voltaire also attempts to limit the freedom of action 

of the characters in his history by advocating that human 

nature is unchanging. 25 However, he is not as successful as 

Thucydides or Augustine in upholding this view. Part of the 

reason vJhy Vol taire is less successful than the other t~w 

stems from his subject ~~tter and point of view e Thucydides 

deal t with Greeks vrho had much in c o:nmon. The fac t that the 

Eleusinian Mysteries, the Delphic oracle, and the Olympic 

games were Panhellenic rather than the manifestation of any 

- -
21 Thuc •• 2. 52. 22 Ibici •• 3e 45. 

23Ibi~., 4. 14-15. 

24August. De Civ. ~ •• 5. 9. 

25Voltaire, 2'h e. .9.! History (NClv York: 
Philosophical Libraryv 29-30. 
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single Greek city-state helps illustrate that, despite their 

disputes, the Greeks shared a common heritage. This heritage 

allowed Thucydides 1 view· of human nature to be potentia.lly 

more accurate than that of Voltaire because Voltaire writes 

about widely divergent groups who shared very- little common 

heritage. Thucydides is astute enough to fulfill this poten

tial. Augustine has a very simple and reliable method of 

limiting human nature; he simply calls it bad and lets it go 

at that. If a good Bction is contemplated by a man, it is 

the result of God implanting that idea. All other ideas are 

condemned out of hand as evil, and AUGustine does not have 

to classify or limit human nature any further. Whenever 

Voltaire tries to limit human nature too closely, he is 

confronted with contradictions. He does not confine his 

investigations to any single place or period, and he is 

forced to recognize the fact that the Chinese a~d the Indians 

do not think or act in the same ways that Jews or Frenchmen 

do. Voltaire does not condemn all human nature as strongly 

as Augustine does, for many reasons. The most important 

motive is that he wants reason to be a part of human nature, 

and of course, he thinks reason is good. 26 At times he tries 

tores01v·e the conflicts of diveTs-e humsn activity by 

26Carl Becker, !h£ Heave~lY City ~f the Ei~hteenth 
Century PhilosoDhers (New York: Yale University Press, 1932), 
p. Ill. 
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differentiating between custom and natural law,27 but he is 

never able to draw a clear line between the thines he 

considers to be custom and those that are natural law. 

Although he is never able to clearly define the limits of 

human nature, he never gives up his belief that it is 

constant. 28 

This inability to define the key to human nature 

explains why Voltaire1s works reflect less determinism than 

those of Augustine or Thucydides. Both Thucydidos and 

Voltaire operate on two levels. At the highest level is 

human reason; reasoning men are capable of being their m'ffi 

masters at least part of the time. Thucydides assumes that 

men who do not reason are incapable of this control. For 

him unchangine human nature immediately takes control of men 

when they cease or fail to reason; Voltaire, however, cannot 

go that far. He too assumes that unreasoning men are unacle 

to control their affairs, but he is never able to clearly 

define "That force takes over in the absence of reason. At 

times he indicates that fate takes control,29 at other times 

environrnent,3 0 at still others custom. 31 Sometimes he goes 

27Yoltaire, ~ ££ Loui~ XIV, in Works, Vol. IX. P. 152.
 

28Brumfi tt, Vol ta-ire, p. 103.
 

29Yolt~ire, A~e of LouisXIV in Works, Vol. 7, P. 112.
 

3 0Yol taire, Ess~ on. the H~mners and Spirit of !'Iations
 
in Works, vol. 30, P. 15. 

31Yoltaire, A~e of Louis XIV in Works. vol 9, p. 149. 
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to the extreme of indicating that destiny governs even 

rational men. 32 Every time he tries to define determinism, 

he is forced in the next paragraph or page' or book to make 

exceptions or contradict;himself. The result of this 

ambiguity is that the determinism in his history is lessoned. 

The attempts by Thucydides, Augustine, and Voltaire 

to make history prove their contentions e for distortion 

in their histories. These distortions were less in 

Thucydides than in the other two. One reason for this is 

that his point of view is influenced more by his material 

than the points of view of the others. The Greek world ~ras 

his whole world; thus he could proceed more inductively.33 

The truths that he puts forward may not hold in the light of 

universal history, but they serve him fairly Hell in his 

limited testing ground. Augustine1s beliefs go much further 

in limiting the evidence he will accept. He already knows 

through faith what the truth is, and since it is impossible 

to disprove faith, Augustine has to malre no concessions to 

historical evidenceo 34 

His philosophy of history is fatal to historical 
studies as pursued by men of open mind. It leads to 

32Voltaire, P......... '"'...,'"'...,u ... '-'~..L 
Porta"Qle Volj;aire (NevI . 

33 p • Eo Adcock, T~ucy ~ls ~istorY (London: 
Cambridge University Press, 1 109. 

34Keyes, Christian Faith, PP. 193-194. 
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a flouting of the ordinary canons of probability. 
It leads, de fact~ thoggh not de jure, to care
lessness with detail.3 

Voltaire also writes history with faith; he hopes that history 

will prove his faith in reason and morality.36 "He is not 

successful in proving his contention because he never com

pletely justifies his faith with empirical evidence. His 

I'history is falsified by the search for unchanging principles 

of reason and behavior,1I37 but he does not go the whole 

route by ignoring all evidence that does not fit his beliefs. 

He is able to admit to facts which he cannot explain. 38 

Thus his history, Hhile bearing some distortion because of 

his ~ Eriori beliefs, is not distorted to the extent that it 

is completely subordinate to those beliefs. 

Thucydides l , St. Augustine's, and Voltaire's beliefs 

and purposes are reflected in the historical role each of 

them assigns to man. Augustine describes life as a burden 

to be endured. 39 The only true joy he recognizes in life 

stems from submiss i on to God. Earthly pleasure is transi tory elK) 

The only worthwhile goals are bound up in God'S plan, thus 

the only positive actlon man can take is to submit his life 

35Ibid., p. 194. 36Becker, Heavenly City, P. 102.
 

37Brumfitt, Voltaire, p. 103. 38Ibid ., 125.
 

39August. De Civ e D., 21. 14.
 

40August. fQui., 6. 6.
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entirely to God. Even this submission is impossible unless 

God allows one to submit. 41 In Augustine 1 s history man has 

no place to go. 

Of the three, Thuc'ydides alloNS man the most posi tive 

role. He describes man as often capable of controlling his 

actions. This control is not automatic or complete; man has 

to be equipped with foreknoHledge and the ability to reason 

to overcome the dictates of his o~m nature. 42 Even if he 

achieves this, he still has no control over chance. However, 

if he has no ~ray to control cha.nce, neither does chance 

control mEl.n. Han is always free to respond rationally, even 

to chance. All in all, Thucydides sees great potential in 

man. 43 

Voltaire's history is less deterministic than either 

Thucydides r or Augustine 1 s, but Voltaire is not as positive 

in his assessment of man's role in history as is Thucydides 

or as confident of possible future happiness as is Augustine. 

Voltaire never successfully isolates his enemy. He finds 

many enemies including superstition, custom, environment, 

and even destiny, but he can never define them clearly. 

41August. lIA Treatise on the t1erits and Forgi\reness of 
Sins, and the Baptism of Infants," 2" 27. 

42John H. Finley, Jr., Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 

43Ibid ., p. 324. 
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Unsure of his grolmd, Voltaire is skeptical of human 

ability.44 He cuts t s closest ties l'1i th Divine Provid-ence 

in order to give man a more positive place in the world, but 

without Providence man can be even more destructive than 

constructive. Voltaire cuts himself loose from dogma, but 

history does not provide him with an adequate foundation 

for his beliefs. Nan t s rational efforts are l"ha t makes the 

world better, but reasonable men are not assured of success. 45 

Candide represents Voltaire's idea of the role of man as well 

as does his history,46 and the last line sums up his 

attitude: "••• we must cultivate our gardens.,,47 Men 

must try even though they may not succeed. 

44George P. Gooch, Cath~ri~e the Great and. Other 
Studies (Hamden, Connecticut: Archon Books" 19bb), p. 2L~L~. 

45voltaire, Philosophical Dictionary. pp. 185-l87; 
Gooch, Catherine, p. 271. 

46Gooch, Catherine. p. 269 

47Voltaire, Candid_e t in The Portable Voltair~, p. 328. 
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